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Room and board hike
tmpl" to 
raiini4"deora"1 MCI W
by Chris Spruce
An eleventh-hour appeal by the UMO
Student Senate caused the University of
Maine Board of Trustees Wednesday to
postpone action on a recommendation
hiCh may increase UMO,' B student room
and board rates by $20 for next semester.
The recommendation proposed debt
service reserves of $2.3 million, leftover
from the old state university system. be,
utilized to erase a resident-dining hall debt
of S92.000 incurred by employee wage
increases granted last summer. The
recommendation also proposed. however,
should the use of the reserve money be
declared illegal, the university be
authorized to request an "appropriate
increase in room and board fees at UMO' B
effective the second semester of academic
year 1973-74."
Although student leaders caution the $20
hike is probable, they indicate their efforts
to postpone action on the measure until the
November Trustee meeting was an attempt
to allow student input on the proposal in
the form of alternative financial actions.
The recommendation was submitted to
the Trustee's Finance Committee on
Tuesday by UMO President Howard R.
Neville. He later requested the trustees
ir.tArtis
informal talk
Uo‘ernor Kenneth M. Curtis will meet
with members of the university community
Nov. 1. at 3:30 p.m. in the Memorial
Union's Bangor Room. Tickets must be
obtained in advance at the Director's Office
of the Union.
PAM discussion
f‘zatiirc.a Greuning
Former U.S. Sen. Ernest Greuning
(D-Alaska) will speak in 120 Little Hall at
7:30 p.m. Oct. 29 in favor of the proposed
Power Authority of Maine(PAM). Spon-
sored by the Student Committee for Public
Power and the Distinguished Lecture
Series.
I .
Jewish
Arabs always intended
to destroy Israel
postpone action on the measure until
student input had been gathered.
Neville told the Board Wednesday that
discussion with student government
leaders Tuesday night prompted him to
request the delay.
The Student Senate passed a resolution
at its Tuesday night meeting calling for the
postponement because they had not been
informed of the resolution's consideration
until the finance committee meeting that
morning.
Student Senate Treasurer Dan Daig-
neault objected to action on Neville's
proposal at Tuesday's committee meeting,
claiming that Student Senate officials had
not been informed of the move.
Daigneault said he was aware there would
be discussion of a 40-page indepth study of
dining and residence services at all
Uni‘ersity of Maine campuses at the
meeting. but that the adgenda made no
mention of Neville's recommendation or
action upon it.
Student senators expressed outrage
about the action and were concerned about
not being informed of the proposal.
Neville claimed he told Inter-Dorm
Boarc(lDB) members of the proposal at
their Oct. 2 meeting. and said he received
no student reaction at the meeting. The
senate, however, argued they had not
received formal notice of the proposal and
requested Neville to ask the Trustees to
hold off on the resolution.
The current room and board rate for
UMO student is $1,190 and the increase
would jump the per semester rate to
$1,210. This would leave UMO near the
middle of the scale of room and board rates
for New England colleges. The University
of Massachusetts currently charges
residents S1,323 per semester; the
University of Connecticut charges $1,060.
UMB residence rates %mild jump from
$1,140 to $1,160.
Keating told the Campus after the
trustees meeting that the IDB is expected
to move to establish a committee to
investigate Neville's proposal and alterna-
tives to it. He said he expects action on
the committee's report at the next Senate
meeting on Nov. 1.
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Whispered advice...
Dan Daigneault, student represen-
tative to the Board of Trustees
Finance committee, leans over to ask
the whispered advice of Senate
advisor George Cunningham. Daig-
neat& was at the Trustees' meeting
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to observe as a proposed vote which
could result in $20 room and board
hike was postponed to give student
committees time to devise altern-
ative methods of raising necessary
funds to cover increased costs.
ACLU may test 1 •Jr) ti el 11 1,1?KA. I LtJ
frosh housing rule
by Debbie Winsor
An American Civil Liberties Union
spokesman has said that that group is
willing to contest a university rule which
requires all freshmen to live in residence
halls.
The spokesman said that the organiza-
tion would "get it's machinery going on
the issue" of whether or not the university
regulation is a violation of adult rights if a
freshman contacted the ACLU and
requested the investigation. The ACLU
could not proceed with court action unless
the action was student initiated.
Freshman residency rules are esta-
blished by the Board of Trustees. Five
years ago women under the age of 21 and
freshmen were required to live on campus:
today all freshmen are forced to live one
ear in Th.., dorrns
Aran students speak
RICK ROMANOW is a sophomore political science
major from Portland. A member of the Student Senate.
last year he was an unsuccessful candidate for the Student
Government vice presidency.
I went home on the weekend of Oet. 5 to celebrate the
holiest of the Jewish Holidays, Yom Kippur. with my
family. As I was getting ready for ihe services Saturday
morning. I heard over the radio that Egypt had crossed
the Suez Canal and that Syria had attacked Israel in the
Golan Heights. My reaction to the news was anger.
News of the attack did not surprise me because the
Arabs were continually threatening Israel. and I
realized it was just a matter of time before the next
offensive. Anger could be descnbed as my first
reaction, but as the day went on, and I sat in the
Synagogue. I tried to sort my various feelings. They
ranged from anger to indifference. Trying to find a
rational medium. I reviewed the short, but explosive
history of Israel — sometimes alone — sometimes with
the congregation.
Throughout the service, the Rabbi read to the
ongregation bulletins on the war. At its early stages,
the future of Israel was
being thcatened. I stopped
to think what would happen
if the Arabs would win.
believed it was doubtful,
but possible. I tried to
remember the 1967 Arab
claims, their goals, "To
drive the Jewish occupants
of Israel into the Sea."
.1contintied on page 41
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Married students, students with
relatives living nearby, and other special
exceptions are excluded from the housing
regulation. but exceptions are not easily
obtained.
The trustees have the right to establish
such a regulation, according to Dr. Arthur
Kaplan. vice president for Student Affairs,
because "they hold the trust of the
university: the law gives them the right to
direct the university. No law says they
can't make such a regulation."
Kaplan cited three reasons for the
freshman regulation, including the
educational and social value of dormitory
life.
"It is a good living experience, learning
to get along with other people. The
classroom is only part of the educational
experience." he said.
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SAID A. GOUELI is an Egyptian graduate student win;
is researching blueberries for his doctoral dissertation. In
1966. he was awarded a medal by the late Egyptian
President Gamel Nasser for being the top student in his
country.
If you look closely at this problem, you will see that
the Arabs always have been peaceful people. Nothing
wrong happened in this area until 1948 — at that time
Israel was created by force. And by continuing to use
force. Israel figured she could keep the land she had
acquired. and also expand. If she could do it by force
why not?
If you read about this problem. by the time of the
Basel (N.W. Switzerland) Conference in 1898 was held,
the highest commission of the Jewish people decided to
take over Palestine and rename it Israel. By the Belfor
Promise of 147.1 by later UN, support and with the aid
of four powerful countries (U.S.A., Britain. France and
the Soviet Union) they announced Israel as an
independent country without concern for the feelings of
the people who owned the land and who had been
born and lived in it and considered it as a piece of their
flesh: or the feeling of all the people living together in
this area since Abraham
the father of prophets, and
before that, as brothers.
Israel, supported by the
world's sympathy, took this
chance to expand and
showed it was not a
peaceful nation. The evi-
dence for this is the(if you
read Newsweek, Oct. 22,
[continued on page 51
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Israel should return
land taken in 1967
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Ram's Horn—will host Helen
Laughton at 9:15 pm.
what's on
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 25
Workshop—on skin and scuba
diving. 'pm in the Damn Yankee.
Memorial Union.
Concert—University Concert Se-
ries presents the New York Brass
Quintet in the Memorial Gym.
8:15 pm.
Presentation—by Dr. Whiner,
former member of the Animal and
Veterinary Sciences Department.
who will speak and show slides on
Russia, at 6:30 pm in 124
Hitchner Hall.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26
Seminar—in Zoology with Dr.
Robert Lennon. Atlantic Salmon
Investigator, speaking on The
Federal Fish Control Program."
102 Murras Hall at 3 p.m.
SAT1RDA1, OCTOBER 27
tribute—to the late Gene Krupa.
creator of Jazz drums. will be
heard on WMEH-FM from 2 to
4:30 pm. The tribute will be
hosted by Doc Tevnolds, a local
jazz enthusiast as part of Jim
Zukankas' regular sho%
SUNDAY., OCTOBER 28
Play—Story Theater. by Paul
Sills, to he presented by the
Maine Masque on Oct. 28-29 at
8:15 pm in Hauck Auditorium.
Bike-A-Thon—sponsored by the
American Cancer Society, to
begin at 10:00 am at Broadway
Park in Bangor. Sponsor forms
are available at the Student
Senate Office. 12 Lord Hall.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 29
Meeting—of the senior class at
UMB. 8:30 pm in the student
union building.
U of M CLASSIFIED EMPLOYEES
local
contact
AFSCME
AFL-€10
join now
Fmk W. St. Louis
942-5070
1824
You've probably read about
AFSCME
About the spectacolar growth of AFSCME—which now
has more than 600,000 members nationally and gains 1.000
or more each week. They're men and women like you.
banding together in a democratic onion and backed by a
top-flight professional staff It's an effective combination
As a public employee you know how hard it can be to buck
the bureaucracy all alone. Only through collective action can
public employees make the system open up.
AFSCME—the nation's largest iininn nf public
employees—can make the system work equitably for you and
your fellow employees.
Organization, democracy and experience are the key
elements. There is one other vital ingredient: YOU.
Join AFSCME. Become part of the public employee
success story. UBLIC WORKER'S UNION
T POLITICAL CLOUT
in WASHINGTONWhat is AFSCME?
AFSCME stands for the American Federation of State.
County and Municipal Employees. AFSCME is:
-the largest Public Employee Union in the nation. over
600.000 strong;
-the nation's fastest-growing Union. more than 1.000 public
employess join AFSCME every week;
-the fifth largest Union within the AFL-CIO. and the only
Union chartered exclusively to represent state and local
employees and the mart r,d women who work for noo-ptufit
agencies and institutions:
-the only Onion that devotes of its energies to employees
of state. county and city governments and those who work for
non-profit institutions.
What can AFSCME do for me?
Give you power. Power that will help decide Promotion
policies, job security, fair hearing of grievances, better
wages pensions and other benefits.
Joining with other public employees and with the help of
AFSCME's experts in collective bargaining, law and
economics, you can help determine your own future.
Why do we need a Union?
Because just talking isn't enough. You have to be : and
all by yourself. it's hard to he heard. Big departments. big
government and rules made by people you never see and
don I know leave public employees without a voice , nless
they organize.
Through AFSCME, public employees have a voice—one
that is heard—on the job and in the legislatures and city
5. J
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30
Topics—"Crime on Campus."
7:30pm Bangor Room. Memorial
Union.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31
Panel—discussion on "Rural
Maine in Transition" will be held
at 4pm in the Totman Room of the
Memorial Union.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1
Opening—of a co-op craft store
Nov. 1 in the basement of
Estabrooke Hall. The store will
display handmade crafts of
studcnts, staff, and community
residents. Anyone wishing to
market their goods would
present them at the store on Oct.
31 for jurying. Store hours will be
12-5 pm Mon. thru Sat. For more
information, call the Crafts
Center at 581-7300.
Internships—Junior and Senior
.ear students are reminded that
applications for the congressional
internship program. administered
by the Political Science Dept..
must be submitted by November
I at 2' North Stevens.
Applications—for 1974 summer
orientation staff are available in
201 Fernald Hall. The deadline
for applying is Nov. 8.
Equipment rental—The office of
Student Activities and Organiza-
tions has available to the
University community on a rental
basis a limited quantity :4 outdoor
recreation equipment. Informa-
tion concerning the rental of this
equipment can be obtained from
the Office of Student Activities
and Organizations. Memorial
Union. second floor. (phone
581-75981.
Wilde-Stein Club—get-togeth-
ers every Friday at 7 p.m. in the
Thurrell Room of the Memorial
Union.
Legal aid—is available to all
UMO students. If you need a
lawyer or legal advice call the
Student Government Office at
'801 for an appointment.
lf your group or organization
is sponsoring art event or
proiect, drop the Campus a note
giving the details. or call the
Campus (Oct. by 5 p.m. the
Monday prior to publication at
5S 1-7531 or 5A - 7532.
Police beat Trug
Den break Evsi
nets $1200
for thieves
Thieves on campus made
their biggest strike of the
semester Saturday night. Ac-
cording to UMO police, an
unknown number of persons
stole a money bag containing
51.200 from the safe of the
Bear's Den in the Memorial
Union. The theft was not
discovered until the following
morning when the Bear's Den
was reopened for business.
Police have no suspects yet.
A New Hampshire man who
was assaulted by three males at
a TKE fraternity party Oct. 13
told police this week he will not
press charges against the three
suspects.
The man received bruises on
the right side of his head and
injuries to his right ear after
being jumped and beaten while
standing in line at the
fraternity's bar.
CONVERSE
ALL STARS
• SUEDE
LEATHER
in 7 colors
300 Pairs in Stock
$13.75
AIGOLDSMITH
MEN SWEAR
SPORTING GOODS
ION Main St Old Town
• 
SNACK SHACK
We deliver
to your dorm
Pizza. Subs. and
Cold Beverages
BEER-WINE-SODA
No Minimum
866-3118
Slight
delivery
charge
SENIOR S1
iNTEFIEsTED IN I
M•B•A.•
OR
• •
Accounting
PROGRAMS
AT
SYRACUSE
UNIVERSITY
A REPRESENTIVE WILL
BE HERE THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 1. ALL DAY
FOR FURTHER INFOR—
MATION CHECK AT
THE PLACEMENT
LOFFICE
• Drict•r's r•c•rer.ces
• Free consultations
Smooth and
lord v
that can be YOUR skin if un-
wanted hair is removed for-
ever safely and quickly by
radiomatic electrolysis
Shirley Schneider
electrolysis specialist
942 0781
192 Norfolk St. Bangor
 r
..
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CiMPE-S CIASSIFIFD
mEN,_ —WOMEN; 
For rent. Very Modern
.1012.5. ON SHIRR! Niri
apartment, available Nov.experience required.
15. Two rooms. YoungExcellent. Worldwide -
man or couple preferred.travel Perfect summer
Work some discount onjob or career. Send $3.00
rent Call evenings [ex-for information. SEAFAX,
cept Sat.; 866-2208.Dept. M-10 P.O. Box 
2049 Port Angeles. LOST-Oct. 3 on campus.Washington 98362. 3 1/2 month-old Beagle.
Answers to the nameEarn FREE GIFTS for 
'•Bitch'•. Please calIIlChristmas. Have a Trea- Randy Wiken at 8664882.sure House party in your
Delta Tnis
 Delta.dorm. For a free catalog
and more information call: REWARD: The anchorage
Mrs. Boyington at 827- is offering for the return
4879. of or not return of The
— Missing" Moosehead.
For sale: 1967 MGB, std., S1.00 for the return $1.50
body excellent condition, it not returned.
sacrifice at S650: also 1971 For Sale.Honda 175cc. needs little Fender Jazz Masterwork, give-away at $175. Guitar wiamp. AskingContact Don Watson. No. $200.0012. Schoppes Trailer Park. Call 989-3490 and ask866-4850. 
for Rodger.
NM LOW PRICE! 
_10 WORDS ONLY 50C
5t each additional words
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 + 5 +5 4
.
SEND CASH OR CHECK TO.
The Maine Campus 106 Lord Hall 581-7531
\
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Trustee in residence
Evans discusses campus related issues
by Sharon Wilson
"I am very disturbed about the Longley
report...lt would seek to decrease the
access of education to the people. ..What
we need is more emphasis on taking
education to the people." claimed Dr.
Stanley J. Evans. Monday night.
Dr. Evans. Trustee-in-Residence for
October, was in St. John Valley when the
Longley report broke. He had been
involved in an Educational Policy
Committee campus visitation to UMPI and
UMFK when the report came out.
The people of St. John Valley will not
come to UMO. Evans said. They deserve
education in their own community. He
added that the Trustees support him on
this issue. "It is in the best interests of this
campus to see other campuses grow." he
concluded.
Evans discussed the problem of credit
transfers. Numerous members of the
audience presented Evans with examples
of transfer credit refusal when the courses
were identical to those offered by UMO.
"The problem of transferability of credit
penalizes those who least need to be
penalized!" exclaimed Evans.
The Board of Trustees' only black
member. Evans said another problem is
counseling in high schools. Evans cited as
an example that he was counseled in his
high school in New Jersey not to go into
medicine.
Evans also commented on a number of
campus-related topics at the Coe Lounge
program, including questions dealing with
the rights of minorities at UMO.
One such question was posed by an
active member of the Wilde-Stein Club. a
gay activist group. concerning lack of
Board of Trustees involvement in the
problems of the gay minority on campus.
Evans replied, that it was not the Board
of Trustees place to involve themselves in
these problems and recommended that the
group should go to the administration with
their problems. He warned, though, if they
couldn't get satisfactory results there, then
the Board might intervene. He added that
if the gay problem was presented to the
Board now, the reaction would probably
be, "My God. we have this in Maine?"
The member of Wilde Stein Club went to
ask, why the gay group could not have its
own lounge in the Memorial Union since
they need a place to meet other gay people
and to socialize. It was explained by a
member of the audience that the Union
policy was opposed to giving a room to a
minority group on a permanent basis due
to the limited amount of space available. A
student member of the Union Governing
Board who was present further claimed
that office space was available though. and
it was awarded on a first-come-first-serve
basis at the beginning of the year.
In reply to the statement that groups
must apply for the office space, Evans
protested. "But blacks aren't that
organized. They wouldn't even be able to
apply for the office space. They need a
place to be able to come to any time and
meet with other blacks to get their heads
together."
Discrimination in the hiring practices of
the university was another subject brought
Dorm life is an experiment in living
(continued _from page 21
The accumulative averages of off-
campus students, Kaplan claimed is lower
than those of on-campus students,
according to a study comparing the
accumulative averages of UMO dormitory
students with off-campus students' over a
three-year time period.
Fiscal reasons also account for the
housing requirement. "The university has
to be sure that the residence halls will have
full occupancy." explained Kaplan. "in
order to keep the price of dorm living as
low as possible. Now the dorms are more
than full, so that isn't really a problem."
However, last year. the Board of Trustees
appropriated $30,000 to survey the dorms
to determine why many students move
off-campus.
"Exceptions to the rule are made."
stated Kaplan. -Frankly. I don't know that
many students object.-
The Supreme Court in 1972 ruled that
state-supported schools do have the right
to impose housing regulations, particularly
in order to help pay the costs of housing
facilities. In the case of Pratz V. Louisiana
Polytechnic Institute. the court agreed that
students, not taxpayers. should pay the
cost of buildings to house students.
In direct contrast to this ruling, the
Carnegie Commission on Higher Educa-
tion, established in 1967. has recently
reported. after six years of study, that
student enrollment is decreasing rapidly.
thus marking the need for reform in
traditional university attendance patterns
and programs of study.
The Carnegie Commission also suggest-
ed that the federal government and the
states should raise their contributions to
higher education, lessening the students'
cost. Housing requirements probably
would be abolished, under the commis-
sion's suggestions.
A study conducted last summer during
the freshman orientation program sur-
veyed parent opinion of the residency
requirement, and shows that 82% of the
parents prefer the one-year residency
requirement over other alternative
arrangements. said Kaplan.
"Most of the parents were in favor of the
housing regulation merely for convenience
reasons." Kaplan stressed. "They didn't
want their children to increase the hassle of
starting out as a student with the problems
of home-hunting, and then transporta-
tion."
"I don't think it's too much to expose
students for one year to residence hall
living." It is an experiment and experience
in living and learning; it's a valuable
learning experience due to the problems
confronted." he said.
Kaplan noted the residency requirement
policy is reviewed each year by the housing
committee, and will be reviewed again this
year. He also said that a planned study
asking freshman, at the end of the year.
what they thought of the year's living
experience, would be valuable in
evaluating the policy.
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up for discussion by the audience. Evans
explained that it is the university policy to
hire a minority person if he is qualified,
even if he is not necessarily the best
qualified. In addition, the university must
advertise on a national scale for any
openings.
Yvon Labbe. coordinator of the Franco
American Resource Opportunity Group
(FAROG). discussed several problems of
the Franco-American student on campus.
He criticized the university for saying,
"Come right in!" to a student with scores
of 300 and 650 respectively on the verbal
and mathematical SAT's. And the offering
no extra help to the student in the verbal
area. The student who cannot read and
understand the material is left by the
wayside, he said.
Assuming all students are on the same
reading level is very wrong, commented
one student, adding that there is nore than
one way to communicate concepts. It is the
teacher's responsibility to explore different
means of presenting concepts.
A woman from the audience summed up
the universities policy with the statement,
"The university refuses to accept the
minority groups from where they come.-
The university says in effect, she
continued. "You can come here but you
must be like us!"
Israel fighting for
(continued from page 21
I realize that the Arab boast was an
emotional one, but the hostile intent was
there. I thought back to 1948, and 1956,
and the years in between, the Arab intent
has always been to destroy Israel. The fact
that they still do not recognize Israel as a
nation is a sure indication that they have no
intentions of dealing with Israel as an
independent, sovereign state.
So what if Israel lost, and the Arabs
regained the Sinai and the Golan Heights.
Many Americans are under the impression
that this would placate the Arab nations.
They believed this to be the case in 1956
when we did return the Sinai to Egypt. At
first I also believed the only reason why the
Arabs were pushed to the point of
attacking Israel was because of Israeli
occupation of their lands.
But thinking about the situation, I
believed the Arab feeling of hostility went
much deeper. I recalled that the Arabs had
been declaring for the past 25 years—"The
total destruction of the Jewish State." I
believe that they have not forgotten this
quest. When trying to rationally think of
various paths which Israel could take, I
tried not to forget that the Arab people
have been instilled with a hatred of the
Jewish State which leads them into open
demonstration in the streets of Cairo,
Damascus. and other Arab cities calling for
the final destruction of Israel.
What can Israel do to try to solve this
problem? What can one nation do when
they are surrounded by a hostile people
whose land is 800 times greater than
theirs? Whose poplulation numbers only
three million as compared to 71 million
Arabs. A nation which has had to live with
hostile neighbors who have clamored for its
annihilation since its beginning.
A short range solution could be pushed
and to that solution most Arabs agree.
-"r4
gieidt
(Photo by Barden(
survival
They state "that if Israel would simply
return the occupied lands back to the
Arabs. the Arabs would then agree to call a
cease fire and negotiate a settlement." a
seemingly simple and practical solution.
But to every Jew. this solution is
unacceptable.
Let us look at the facts I have mentioned
before to show why it is unacceptable. The
Arab natiors have clamored for Israel's
destruction since its creation. The Arab
people have shouted feelings of hostilities
in their streets. Three times before this
present war Israel has had to wage war for
its survival. How can any reasonable
person believe that if Israel turned over the
occupied territory to the Arabs, that all t I's
hatred would disappear.
The thought that the Arab nations would
suddenly turn their hatred toward peacAul
coexistence is just utopian thinl. ing. The
fact is if the Arabs had not attacked in the
Sinai or the Golan Heights or on the west
bank of the Jordan, then they wool(' have
attacked at our boarders. We would rather
fight our wars on their land. That's a
simple fact, and the simple truth.
I think the question of finding a solution
is similar to putting the carriage befe re the
horse. I believe the principle qu -stion
should be, "Is a solution possible'?" I
believe one isn't until the Arabs, through
the years. learn either by war or mutual
cultural change. that Israel i , a
reality—and that its people have a rig t t to
live a peaceful existence. meanwhile there
may be many short run solutions to a le,ng
range problem. But until the Arab naticns
are ready and willing to accept the bat ic
fact, there will be no long range peac
there will be no long range solution:,
Regretfully, there will be more fighting
and more bloodshed.
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COME CARVE A PUMPKIN —
Ginny Fall of York Hall is in charge
of the pumpkin contest which is one
of the events featured at the annual
Classified Employes Scholarship
Fund Sale Saturday, in the Memorial
Union Damn Yankee Room. Funds
from the fair are added to a trust
fund started last year by classified
employes to support a scholarship
award for children of classified
employes.
Senate asks proposal delay
The Student Senate passed a resolution
Tuesday night demanding that the Board
of Trustees postpone a decision on a
threatened $20 room and board hike.
The trustees posponed voting on the
issues Wednesday in accordance with the
Student Senate resolution.
The finance Committee of the Board of
Trustees Tuesday evening passed the $20
increase in room and board to cover a
$92000 deficit.
Treasurer Dan Daigneault first brought
the news to the attention of the GSS when
he arrived at the meeting with a report of
the Turstees' meeting that night.
UMO students, who were promised last
spring that they would receive no tuition
hike this year. apparently will be slapped
with another room and board hike next
semester, the second of the year.
Daigneault told the group.
The deficit was incurred this semester
when the 106 Legislature gave all UMO
classified employees an $8 salary
increase." Daigneault reported.
The Student Senate had heard informal
rumors about the hike, but were stunned to
Israeli loss is necessary for real peace
(continued from page 21
19-3: p. 60) Israeli Broadcasting Station's
statement: "We shall turn the Arab's days
into nights. and show them the stars at
high noon. and shall put their faces and
noses in the mud. We shall crush their
bones." This is the Israeli approach non.
So what do you expect now from these
people? Any person A ho follows this policy
is a warlike person and does not like to live
in peace.
Mrs. Meir. the president of Israel. was
quoted in Newsweek. Oct. 1'. as saying.
"We will let Eban(lsraeli Foreign
Minister) go on making beautiful speeches
in the United Nations, v. hile we go right on
making and conducting Israel's foreign
policy." refusing to comply with the U.N.
decision No. 242 for withdrawing from the
Arabs' territory.
What do you expect from Arab people
who never like to fight? This does not mean
they would not fight if there were no
alternative solution.
There has been widespread concern that
if the Israelis did not compromise, the
coming months and years would bring
more outbreaks of fighting. Armed with
this information about the ferocious
approach which the Israeli leaders follow of
being too obstinate to return the Arab
Planning to ski the Alpssor See Paris?
Your deposit must be in on or
before Friday. Oct. 26.
THIS IS THE LAST WEEK for
you to sign up for the First Chart
Flight to Europe leaving
DIRECTLY FROM BANGOR
Bring a $35 deposit to the
Student Activities Programming
office. 2nd floor. Memorial
Union.
•Sponsored by Memorial Union AtivItIes Board
territories which have been occupied br.
them as a result of the 196' war, and the
U.S. total support to Israel. with no
questions asked, and often at the expense
of Arab interest, fighting against Israel's
arrogance could be expected forever.
U.S. support of Israel means aggravation
of the problem. A political professor a! MIT
called the U.S. policy as "one-sided almost
without eyception in the situation. Instead
of attaching political conditions to
deliveries of Phantom jet fighter-bombers
to the Israelis. for example. we simply sold
them all the Phantoms they wanted." he
said.
Newsweek quoted one Western diplomat
who said. "The best chance for a real
peace is for Israel to lose this war: if they
win again. the Mideast will never be at
peace.•• Because of the U.S. 's total support
of Israel, no peace will be settled.
So, if you want peace. Israel should
withdraw from the occupied land taken in
the NC war. Then, they could live
together with the Palestinians under one
government after returning all the
refugees back to their homes and holding a
democratic election to make these people.
Christian. Jew and Moslem living together
as happily brothers as before 1948.
As the French foreign minister
responded when asked in Paris about his
country's stand on the Arab thrust into
Israeli occupied territory. "Is it necessarily
unforeseen aggression to try to go home?"
The Jews were and still are welcome by
Arabs to live together in the Middle East,
to build together. and share in each other's
happiness and sadness as real brothers.
discover the move had been made without
a formal announcement.
"I have been meeting with President
Neville off and on for the past two weeks,"
said Student Senate President Tim
Keating. "and he had ample opportunity to
discuss this matter with me...I just don't
understand!"
"I think it's a damn dirty trick." said
Vice President Ted O'Meara. "and a real
slap in the face."
The resolution passed by the Student
Senate reads as following:
"Be it resolved, that the General Student
Senate go on record as strongly objecting
to any raises, be it tuition or room and
board, where an official student
government body is not formally notified
sufficiently in advance.
"Be it further resolved, that the trustees
postpone their decision on a room and
board increase for next semester until the
November meeting in an effort to get
student input on this decision."
Senator Jeff Hollingsworth. w ho is also
chairman of the Distinguished Lecturet
Series, introduced a resolution to make the
Univ ersity Motor Pool automobiles
accessible for DLS purposes.
"UMO is the only campus where
students are not allowed to use motor pe.ol
cars." said Senator Norm Buck. "Why.
should this campus be discriminated
against' The resolution passed unani-
mously .
Hike averted
!continued from page 21
In other berciness. the trustees acted on a
suggestion by State Sen. Joseph Sewall of
Old Tow n to establish a committee to work
with the Longley Commission's Operating
Committee. The Trustees voted to have a
committee comprised of executive: board
members and additional board members
participate in the Longley commissions
Operating Committee meetings and with
legislative leadership.
The suggestion grew out of Maine
Management and Cost Survey Commis-
sion's Chairman James Longley's concern
for communication problems between his
commission and the trustees.
In support of Sewall's suggestion.
Longley told the board. "John Gardner
challenged us in the past decade to
reappraise what we are doing in the
educational system, particularly the
post-secondary system. A coordinated
effort from the standpoint of postsecondary
education is the key to what we feel will
give us better mileage for the taxpayer's
dollar...I am sorry that the opportunity for
.dialogue came after the fact, but it is never
too late."
Chancellor Donald R. McNeil. recom-
mended the Board establish a committee to
work with Longley. said the committee
would be one part of "a whole range of
communication lines between the trustees
and the Survey Commission.
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Hathaway blasts Nixon,
says impeachment likely
by Jeff Beebe
Maine Senator William D. Hathaway
jumped into the midst of America's public
opinion battle against President Richard
M. Nixon Monday night by declaring that
three more years of Nixon's leadership
would be "disastrous."
"If we are stuck with Mr. Nixon for the
next three years it will he disastrous for the
country." he told a very favorable audience
here at UMO. "because he obviously has
lost the confidence of people throughout
the country and even of Congress."
Hathaway said impeachment of the
president is imminent in Congress. but
only when public opinion becomes strong
and vocal enough.
However, he said prolonged hostility in
the Middle East would forestall
impeachment proceedings. Nixon would
probably remain free to operate because of
his experience in dealing with the Soviets.
the Democrat suggested.
Hathaway spoke before the White
House announced it would release the
Watergate tapes to a federal judge.
The cloud of impeachment hanging over
the government also casts an important
shadow on the office of the vice presidency.
With the removal of the President a very
real possibility, a vote for Rep. Gerald
Ford's confirmation in the Senate carries
much weight. for Ford would then be next
in line for the presidency.
"Now, with an impeachment immi-
nent." explained the Democratic freshman
senator, "it appears that we're not only
confirming Ford as Vice President but as
President of the United States. and I think
him for Vice President are taking a better
look."
Hathaway said that he does not fee! that
Ford has the capacity to serve as president.
and also said that House Speaker Carl
Albert. a democrat now next in line of
succession, is not impressive. He
mentioned a "Tennessean who could do
some good in there, "obviously referring to
Sen. Howard Baker. and former Secretary
of State William R. Rogers, as good looking
candidates for the vice presidency.
Hathaway also emphasized congression-
al efforts in regards to the imbalance of
power between the legislative and
executive branch created by Nixon's
policies.
He described recent action as "major
steps to redress the imbalance of power"
and cited bills to limit the president's war
making power and his power to impound
funds. Both bills now sit on his desk
awaiting veto. Congress is looking into
better methods of dealing with the federal
budget.
Hathaway said the Congress hopes to
take a stronger hand in making policy in
the future as well as continuing to wield its
negative power of policy review.
The dangers of an omnipotent
presidency were brought home by the
Watergate affair, said Hathaway. and he
felt that the hearings on television were
very valuable in
showing that the
American people that
"this is not the
American way."
• 'Our government
really depends on the
A large crowd turned out to hear Sen.
William Hathaway speak on Watergate
and related events. The Senator
complained he had an identity problem,
often being overshadowed by his better
of the people who are involved in the
government and the people throughout the
nation." he warned. "If people don't have
the moral backbone to make the system
work then it just isn't going to."
Hathaway attributed the lack of
congressional backbone to 40 years of
congressional passivity and presidential
activism, but he feels change is on its way.
"Watergate has given the Congress
opportunity to restore itself as an effective
branch of government. The abuse of power
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known collegues. However. his pulling
power exceeds Maine's senior senator.
Edmund Muskie. who drew less than 50
persons at his last local appearance.
IRowson ph oto]
by the executive branch in Watergate
revealed and underscores the necessity
for that restoration."
He also announced his support of a bill to
amend the Constitution to bring American
government closer to a parliamentary
structure. It would allow two-thirds of
Congress to call for a new election and
throw a government out of power. "If we
had had a parliamentary form of
government here, this government would
have been out last April." he claimed.
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,A tyrant is unfit to be ruler of a free people'
Constitutional government in the United States
may have been suspended at 8 p.m. last
Saturday night. Richard Nixon now rules by fiat
and force. He is no longer a legitimate leader.
With callous disregard for his oath of office
and the intents of Congress and the Judiciary.
the President first refused to abide by a court
order to produce Watergate documents. He
then forced the resignation of the Attorney
0.11r
Taittputi
filaittr
•
Hag gggr1ff' 
 
 . IL • Wla d•-•• e /114 0
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General and fired his Deputy and the
Watergate Special Prosecutor when they re-
fused to condone his conduct. Moreover, the
President abolished the office of Special Pros-
ecutor and dispatched the FBI to seal off their
records. These decisive and unprecedented
actions represent the tactics of a military coup.
They are anathema to a rational democratic
^ol'tv.
!ifnrials
A 52-page report recently published by the
American Management Associations concludes
that shifting values have altered the success
ideal of Americans.
The report, entitled "The Changing Success
Ethic," is based on a survey of 2,821 American
businessmen, and links education with the
changing idea of success.
Hypothesizing that "people have worked for
organizations for too long, the report
concludes. "it's time for organizations to go to
work for the people. claiming traditional
notions of success are waning.
What the report attempts to do is to lend
validity to poll by Daniel Yankelovcih which
said U.S. college students are turning away the
intrinsic rewards of careers. such as money and
status, and are moving toward the idea of a
career for its own merit.
But, the fact remains that America's idea of
material success has not been greatly altered,
despite a change in attitude among a minority
of its youth during the past few years. Young
-
people still look for the high paying jobs. buy
the high-priced brands and sell the high-flown
phraseology of integrity to the highest bidder.
Notably, the report claims three out of four
businessmen polled agreed that youth's
disenchantment with the system has been
greatly overblown by educators. It's certainly
true that disenchantment is not widespread, as
we settle into the silent seventies, but it's
doubtful that educators have anything to do
with propagating this idea.
Rather, the idea is exploited to the fullest by
the media in the form of commercialism. What
good Madison Avenue executive fails to
capitalize on the free-but-concerned image of
the young. Records anyone?
Although we would like to believe Americans
are more concerned with social progress
instead of commercial success, we don't think
the majority of this country's youth have
accepted the challenge. The big business ethic
still reigns.
July 4,1776
Even before these steps were taken, public
confidence in the Nixon Administration's
ability to govern was at one of its all-time lows.
Now this support will deteriorate still further.
The mandate of 1972 has been buried in a
legacy of illegality, hypocrisy and deceit.
When elected officials violate the sacred
trust placed in them by the people, the Consti-
tution provides means for them to be
impeached and, if convicted. removed from
office. These procedures are very difficult to
implement and are seldom used. But if Ours
were a parliamentary system of government,
the Nixon Administration would have fallen
months ago.
In the past, Mr. Nixon has cloaked his actions
in a veil of legality, but now he has bared his
intentions to foresake rule by law. The
President must be impeached. No amount of
legal double-talk or political timidity can
obscure this fact. The question of his past cul-
pability is almost moot. He is willing to
maintain the Watergate cover-up at any cost.
There is real question whether the Congress
and the Judiciary can force Richard Nixon to
deal with them within the confines of the law.
But our actions, for the moment, must be based
on this premise. members of the academic
community have a special responsibility. They
must articulate the principles which are at
stake. They must impress upon Congressmen
and other national leaders the gravity of the
current situation and their duties under the
Constitution. Most importantly, they must
communicate the strength of their convictions
to the public-at-large and join with others in a
nationwide struggle for the preservation of
democratic rule.
The methods of response are numerous. now
more than ever, we must write our congress-
men. The balance of mail over the next few
days will be crucial. Massive public expression
of dissent —no matter what form it takes—is
equally important.
The weeks ahead could represent either the
redemption of American democracy or the
prologue to its collapse. We remain silent at our
own peril.
The Maine Campus joins other student
newspapers in endorsing this editorial
circulated by the Amherst Student calling for
the impeachment of President Nixon. At this
time. the Williams Record-Advocate, the
Wesleyan Argus. the Duke Chronicle, and the
Vassar Miscellany have endorsed this
impeachment stand. In light of the events this
weekend, the firing of special prosecutor
Archibald Cox, the resignations of Eliot
Richardson and William Ruckelshaus and the
elimination of the special prosecutor's position,
we feel this editorial expresses the national
student sentiment.
Letters to the editors are welcome. To be
published, letters must be received by The
Campus the Monday prior to publication.
Critiques of The Maine Campus are held
every Friday following publication at 1 p.m. in
102 Lord Hall. All readers are invited to attend
and comments are welcome.
r-Staff
Phil Mace, Editor
Chris Spruce, Managing Editor
Debbie Winsor, News Editor
Dave Woodside, Business Manager
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Promises, promises -- but payment now
To the editor:
President Nixon seems deter-
mined to allow the Russian
Communists to get from us
adc anced American technology
and up to date American
equipment for nothing but
promises that they will in some
years from now start to deliver
oil and natural gas to us to repay
the credits which we will be
advancing to them.
This is a terribly unwise
course. For it amounts to
trusting Breshnev to keep his
work, and the Communists
simply cannot be so trusted.
Here is what Brezhnev has said
in Moscow December 21. 1972.
"The Communist Party of the
Soviet Union has proceeded and
continues to proceed on the
basis of the continuing class
struggle of the two systems,
capitalist and socialist - - I
could not be otherwise since the
world outlook and class aims of
socialism and capitalism are
opposed and irreconcilable."
(Note the last word.)
Yet President Nixon seems
determined to go ahead anyway.
His judgement of people is
notoriously wrong. For he
trusted completely men like
Agnew, Mitchell, Stans. Halde-
man. Erlichman. Dean and
Fear and
I oathing
To the editor.
I went to bed Saturday night
with a great fear for a nation
plagued by crises. It was a fear
of Richard Nixon and a fear for
the inevitable results of his
actions of the past year.
The President's decision to
fire Special Prosecutor Cox and
Deputy Attorney General Wil-
liam Ruckelshaus is the last in a
long line of self-serving
escapades perpetrated by a man
without a sense of responsibility
to the public he serves. His
latest action is the last step on a
road leading to the ultimate test
of our system of checks and
balances. The next step is
straight down--so far down that
an attempt to restore order to
the results of the chaotic
episodes of the last year will be
impossible.
It would be ironic if the 200th
birthday of this nation in 1976
marked the end of the American
system as we know it. But all
signs are pointing toward a
needed reordering of the three
branches of our system. If Mr.
Nixon escapes the punitive
powers of this system-- which he
most probably will--then the
system is clearly outmoded, and
a call for reform is justified. For.
ultimately, the system has
allowed one man to rise above
the normal processes of the law.
even to the point of defying a
specific court order, without
retribution.
So I am frightened. I can't
help thinking that Orwell knew
this man Nixon. and his ability
to create crisis, when he wrote
the neoprOphetic 1984.
Chris Spruce
others, who were his close
advisors and who have been
indicted or convicted for crimes.
The reason he wants to go
ahead with these trade deals
with the Communists, in which
they gain now and we hope to
gain some years in the future, is
that American corporations who
would be selling sophisticated
and expensive equipment to the
Russians expect to make big
profits. Many of these corpora-
tions made contributions to the
Committee to Re-elect the
President. A few of them did so
openly. although it was illegal if
Nixon's Attorney General ever
enforced the law. Seven of them
have confessed to doing so.
Many more have probably done
so clandestinely in ways hard to
prove. The top executives are
urged or even pressured to
such contributions in their own
names and are told that their
expense accounts will not then
be checked, so that they can get
back their contributions at the
corporation's expense by pad-
ding their expense accounts
over a few years.
In view of what Brezhnev has
said and Nixon's known
unreliability in judging charac-
ter, it is important that in any
trade deals with the Russian
Communists we should get back
immediately the equivalent of
what we give them. We should
of course accept Senator
Jackson's proposal to make no
trade deals with the Commu-
nists unless the Russians freely
allow Jews and others who want
to emigrate to do so.
It is amazing that Kissinger
urges broader trade with the
Russians on a credit basis and
under the most favored nation
conditions and opposes Senator
Jackson's humanitarian propo-
sal. He is not merely selling out
members of his own race in
Russia. He is selling out any
effort to make Russia a freer and
more open society where dissent
!loin official government policy
is allowed and safe, which
would be more nearly in accord
with American ideals and
practice of free speech. press,
and assembly and free elec-
tions. The only reason he is
doing that is to preserve his
reputation as an apparently
successful wheeler-dealer in
negotiating with the Commu-
nists. This is not a morally
justifiable reason.
While we should take the
stand I and Senator Jackson
have urged regarding trade with
the Russian Communists, that
does not mean that we should
not pursue effort to reach an
agreement with them to stop
producing and testing atomic
weapons and reduce all other
offensive weapons. Here our
intersts and those of Russia are
the same. They like us want to
avoid mutual destruction in an
atomic war. They. like us would
like to make their people
happier with more consumers'
goods and, for us more social
services, which we and they can
only get by reducing the
enormous expenditures which
both of us are now making in a
mad arms race.
Allred Baker Lewis
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Flu vaccine available
To the editor:
A new strain of influenza
virus has been identified, first in
Hong Kong in December. 1972
and later in England and
Australia early this year. This is
not the same strain that caused
the big epidemic of Asian flu in
1968. and there should be very
little natural immunity to it. In
theory, we are in for a
widespread epidemic either this
winter or next winter.
Influenza is a respiratory
disease characterized by fever,
aching all over and cough. It
lasts about a week and in some
cases is followed by bronchitis
or pneumonia, which prolongs
the illness another week.
Fortunately, a new vaccine
has been developed for it early
enough to be of use. The Public
Health Service recommends a
shot of regular flu vaccine first.
The potency has been improved
enough so that only a single shot
I II tal.Kr iiu
To the editor.
I'm afraid the writer of the
editorial "Missing the Maine
Point." certainly did what his
title suggests. The exhibit does
not depict Maine as a "honky
tourist s pastorial utopia." It
does however, display photo-
graphs which reveal Maine as
more than a place. but as a state
of mind.
Tourists do not come to Maine
to "gawk" at junked cars.
dilapidated buildings or a smail
child in the throes of poverty in
a messy. two room shack. These
are certainly real looks at the
Campus values misplaced
To the editor:
I would like to make some
comments concerning your
editorial review in the Oct. 18
issue of the photography exhibit
in Carnegie Hall.
Your reyiem. of the exhibit as
depicting Maine as a "hokey.
honky tourist's delight" is
completely without basis and is
one of the most unrealistic,
irresponsible misinterpretations
I've ever seen appear on an
editorial page. Rather than
review the exhibit per se. you
Hathalial side-stepped
uncomfortable issue
To the editor:
During the question and
answer period following Sen.
Hathaway's brief remarks.
Monday. the question of
amnesty was raised. The
Senator reiterated his contin-
uing opposition to granting
amnesty to former draft
resisters.
He lumped the civil disobe-
dience of resisters with the
alleged illegal activities of Pres.
Nixon and his cohorts. This is a
curious position for one to take
toward those persons whose
courage and sacrifice made it
possible for the Bill Hatheways
to express their disdain, ex post
facto, for he was in Vietnam.
Even more disturbing than
the Senator's intransigence on
amnesty was his evasiveness in
discussing — or rather, not
discussing — the issue.'
Knowing that a number of the
audience had questions con-
cerning amnesty, he promised
to return to the matter in due
time. Hatheway, however, also
realized amnesty was the one
issue raised on which he was
very vulnerable. Thus, he
ducked any chances to return to
the question for a half-hour.
He announced, at 9:28, that
he was leaving at 9:30. After
finding one last, safe question,
Hathaway turned from the
podium. calling a halt to the
truely public part of his
appearance.
Such duplicity by a politician
who spent several minutes
arguing that virtually all the
politicians he knows are honest
and straightforward leaves this
member of the Senator's
audience with two concluding
thoughts:
Either Hathaway is himself
given to political chicanery. at
least when confronted with
unpleasant or unpopular issues,
or:
He is severly lacking in insight
and introspection when it comes
to his political actions and
behavior—and probably to that
of his colleges as well.
Hal Litaff
have used it as a soapbox from
which to preach your philosophy
on ecology and the tourist
industry'. I don't disagree with
your views on these subjects.
but I do find distasteful your
expounding your views under
the auspices of reviewing a
photography exhibit. If you
didn't like the pictures, that's
fine, but to say the exhibit
"exploits...ithe state).. .as a
pastoral utopia" is simply
unwarranted.
It is your values which are
misplaced, not those of the Fine
Arts and Humanities Commis-
sion.
Peter F. Curtis
323 Knox Hall
is now needed. Two weeks or
more later the new Hong Kong
B vaccine is given.
Both vaccines are now
available at the Health Center.
We give these shots between
layers of skin in doses small
enough so that patients almost
never have general reactions to
the vaccine. It should be
remembered flu vaccines are
prepared from viruses grown in
egg embryos, so anyone allergic
to eggs should not be
vaccinated.
In deciding whether you
should get vaccinated, consider
how well you can afford to lose a
week or two of classes and what
your present state of health is.
People who are diabetic, have
chronic lung disease or respira-
tory allergies, probably should
get immunized.
Dr. Graves
beaches.:
conditions of Maine's residents.
along with the "quaint native
folk" and "romantic views of
the coast." Another real look
that was presented was that of
Maine's future: with shots of a
geodosic dome being construct-
ed and a young mother with her
child. Most of the photographs '
contain creative images both
representitive of Maine, and.
pleasing to the eye. To dismiss
them as tourist agency similar-
ities is a kick in the crotch to
every contributor of the exhibit.
There is not one picture of a
lobster buoy, nor an Acadian
Park Ranger with an oddly-
sinister horse-tooth grin." The
reviewer must have strolled
through the gallery with
sunglasses on. Perhaps he
wandered int') an adjoining
classroom full of PCII ane rik
etchings.
It seems that the authi,r of
said editorial %,souid ha‘,. felt
much more at tonic with
photographs of tie atomic
power plant in Wiscass,..1 in its
full radiating glory a!k•ng with
shots of Old Orchards neon
asenues of pinball arc ides.
As for me. I'll take the
wizened old codgers a id foggy
dawn beaches any da
But I'll not accpet i review
done in such a half-assed
manner as to report thi igs that
do not exist and is ut able to
apply any insight into the things
that do.
Tom Dugan
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Transcendental Meditation instructor recommends 'restful am
meditating utilizes natural tendencies which permit
fulfillment, by transcending the mind's finest
aspects and arriving at the sources of creativity,
intelligence, and energy.
This is achieved through the unique state of
"restful alertness." The amount of rest gained
from 15-20 minutes of meditation is twice that
gained from 6-8 hours of sleep. "During TM we are
capable of responding to stimuli but are not actively
involved with the stimuli," he said.
He added that "restfull alertness eliminates
stress much the same way sleep does, except TM
allows deeper and more significant stresses to be
thrown off. "This refinement of perception allows
us to perform intelligently and effectively," he
'said.
Speaking slowly, Tapley added that this restful
state happens naturally and one does not have to be
relaxed to enter it. "Mentally one experiences a
unique state of consciousness which is both
physical and mental."
Awareness while meditating is not lost as in
sleep. Tapley explained. Awareness is expanded
1,11111 ., :
The Maharishi Mahesh Yogi is uppermost in the minds of this group of transcendentalists.
"If the U.S. were meditating. Watergate would
be an impossibility. This philosophical conviction
wax expressed by Michael Tapley whose way of life
is teaching Transcendental Meditation.
Americans. he claims, might even be better
looking if they devoted a few minutes each day to
meditation.
"Transcendental Meditation is a practical
technique learned in personal instruction which
allows the mind, to experience increasingly finer
levels of mental activity and to transcend the finest
aspects of thought to arrive at the source of thought
without any effort, concentration or control."
Tapley said.
He heads the International Meditation Society in
Bangor which instructs students and nonstudents
in Transcendental Meditation, often called T.M.
Organized on campus 2 1/2 years ago. IMS
taught TM methods to over 500 people.
The 25-year-old Bangor resident said anyone can
learn TM.
"Whether people believe it or not. TM will work.
No amount of belief will help and skepticism will
not hurt it. All that is necessary is the willingness to
learn. If you think a thought you can do it. • • Tapley
said he has never encountered anyone who could
not be successful at meditating.
The technique originated in India with Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi who is accredited with giving the TM
movement its impetus. He began teaching his
principles in 1955.
TM's popularity boomed because of the benefits
it offers. Practictioners do not withdraw from life.
but meditate so they can accomplish more in life, he
said.
"It allows the person to perform efficiently in life
through the ability to think efficiently." Instead of
limiting the mind, added Tapley, the person
--
'1111111MW'
"IXP.1 Ia .
Laura Loventhal explains to the group the
different levels of consciousness the mind
reaches in transcendental meditation.
-711fr'qr-tow"- -'11411r."
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Why study for the priesthood?
Why be part of a dying instotu- concerns
non? Why commit yourself to
celibacy? Indeed, why get If
„user to misery in a world that
is already miserable enough?
There aren't any easy information
answers to these questions—
even fora Paulist. But he knows
that today's world desperately
needs people who are commit-
ted to ideals and beliefs. In our
search for peace of mind and
country, happiness, love and
brotherhood, we are really
Fatherseeking meaning—a reason
Roomfor being.
The Paulist doesn't feel the
world is dying, he rejoices in
the signs of hope around him 415
listens for the sounds of
'sten like the Paulists
our spirits and their
,,,e tor Him includes and
all ot us.
Every Paulist is a mission-
Whether he is in the pulpit
the parish house, on campus
in ghettos . whether he
with the spoken
word or the printed word, the
Paulist is talking about what
him most the love ot
Christ for all people
you are looking for
answers, talk to us. Together
we may find them. For more
about the Paulist
priesthood, send for THE
PAULIST PAPERS—an exciting
new kit of articles, posters
and recordings about
America's first religious
community.
Write to
Donald C Campbell,
102
Pawn
Fathers
West 59th SI., New Usk, N. Y.10019 
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your dorm?
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Specializing in:
Hairpieces
Styling
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until the boundaries and limitations of the mind are
lost. "the mind becomes infinite—that is, one is
never short of thought."
This fourth state in meditation, the other three
are wakefulness, dreaming and deep sleep—re-
Michael Tapley
duces, in a natural way, accumulated tension and
fatigue which hinder effective functioning of the
nervous system. The result is increased energy and
the develpment of creative intelligence, inner
stability and clear perception. Tapley claims.
The individual enters the rest state in a relaxed
position. Meditators do not cross legs and extend
their hands in the stereotyped position. Any
comfortable position—legs outstretched, hands at
side, and eyes closed—is adequate.
After meditation, an individual may engage in
everyday activities without stress and strain.
According to Tapley. meditation must take place
twice a day for 15-20 minutes in the morning and
evening. Morning meditation allows for greater
rest by taking up where sleep leaves off. Evening
meditation refreshes and revitalizes. He cautions
not to meditate more than twice each day.
"The objective is to enjoy life more: not to spend
all our time meditating." Yet reducing meditation
to only once a day gives less than half the benefits.
Besides relieving stress and fatigue, TM has
other effects. Tapley said in his own experience TM
has made him more giving, loving, relaxed and
mature.
Accompanying Tapley, Donald "Rocky" Smith, a
fellow TM instructor and student at UMO said he
has experienced a new light in life.
"You see things you didn't see before. You're
more on the ball." He said TM helped improve his
grades. and he noticed considerable improvement
in his skiing.
Tapley agreed, adding which he was in college in
Connecticut his grades increased from 2.7 to 3.5.
He said if a person who is meditating continues his
present study habits his grades will improve.
Other changes from TM, Tapley correlates with
the reduction of smoking and insomnia. Smoking
marijuana inhibits the meditative process and
participants are required to abstain 15 days before
meditating.
People who meditate become better looking
Tapley claims. Stress lines disappear, eyes sparkle,
and people become friendlier.
Tapley cited studies which show the physical
effects occurring to the body while meditating.
Changes in the metabolic rate, the breath rate, skin
resistance, cardiac output and biochemical changes
decrease while a person meditates. TM quickens
reaction time, increases perceptual ability,
improves stability, heightens perceptual-motor
performance arid learning ability.
Tapley and Smith related their families first
reaction to their meditating. Both families strongly
objected at first, but after observing the effects on
their children, they became students of TM also.
Tapley went through the TM instructions a second
time with his wife.
At the IMS in Bangor, Tapley is one of five
instructors, two of which are full-time students at
UMO. He teaches full-time, seven days each week
for 8-10 hours a day.
The teaching experience takes two years during
which courses sponsored by the Maharishi
International University of Califronia must be
taken. Tapley and his wife spent several months
studying under the Maharishi in Europe.
Tapley related the seven steps involved in
teaching TM. All steps take place over a period of
six days. The first step is an introductory lecture
where TM and its effects are explained. Step
number two is a preparatory lecture which stresses
the mechanics of TM. Individual personal
interviews make up the third step where it leads to
phase four where students meet on individual basis
with instructors and this is where actual instruction
takes place.
During step five students discuss, verify and
validate their experiences. Step six goes into
greater detail about the fine mechanics of TM
pondering why one experiences what one does.
After steps four, five and six, the subject must
meditate twice at home. The final step includes the
cumulative effects of meditation. Profound effects
of TM should be experienced by this time.
Learning TM is not free. The fee for adults is $75,
college students $45, and high school students $35.
Tapley stressed that the money is not used for the
steps of instructien, but only for TM's follow-up
program which includes advanced lectures for
performing meditators and checking TM tech-
niques.
At present UMO has 250 practicing meditators
including over 20 faculty members. In the U.S.
280,000 persons practice TM and the number
doubles each year, he said.
Born in Bangor, Tapley lives with his wife at the
ISM office, Fern St., Bangor.
Introductory lectures are offered next week on
Nov. 1, 2:00 p.m. in the Walker Room, Memorial
Union, and 7:00 p.m., 137 Bennett Hall.
Preparatory lectures are offered Nov. 2, at the same
times and locations.
Story by Jan Messier
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Carol Reid is experiencing TM under .'apley's
supervision.
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UMB director uh
various educational changes
'Vocational education should be a part
of liberal arts education.- said Dr.
Constance Carlson at Tuesday night's
Controversy.
People w ho are "floating- through four
scars of liberal college education need
yocational experience as a part of their
education "to help ilieni get engaged.-
according to ('arlson, w ho in addition to
being dean of instruction, professor of
English and coordinator of general studies
at the university's Bangor campus. is its
acting director.
"Each departmenttof the university) has
the duty to go out and dig up the pea patch
for its majors.- she said. "We should
aggressively be seeking career experiences
for them while they still are in school."
Specifically.  she suggested the universi-
ty coordinate more of its courses of study
with actual work experience and help
students find summer jobs relevant to their
fields of study. She pointed to the success
of internship programs for political science
students as an example.
She also said courses, in general, should
be related more to the real world.
"Many courses are taught as though
they existed ail bY. themselY es." she said.
"They don't extend into the community.
They aren't related to what is going on
now."
As a result, she explained, liberal arts
students in -the magic age between 16 and
22- are sheltered from the real world by
the abstract nature of their studies, and
placed "in an iy or to er."
The concept of a liberal college
education grew partly out of a societal need
to find something for young people not yet
into adulthood. d iid iioi et IICeded iii the
job market to do. suggested ('arlson.
-One of the most convenient things to do
was to pack them away in college. where
they. would be well-supervised and given
lofty subjects to keep them occupied.-
But she warned of the impracticality of a
traditional liberal arts education today. "If
you devote your whole college education to
liberal arts you may be wasting your
time," she said. "It is not practical any
more except for those who are going to
teach it. They are vocationally oriented to it
and will use it.
"But a purely liberal arts background
can freeze people in the real world because
of their non-knowledge of any specific
subject area. Then they have to go where
they can.''
Some audience members, however,
disagreed with the educator's view on
general education.
"Right now I need a wide variety of
courses to find out what i am interested
in,- said one student. "I don't know what I
am interested in. If I got into a specific
Dr. Constance Carlson, acting director of the university 's Bangor campus,
says that college courses need to be coordinated with actual work experience.
course of study I would miss out on many
others altogether."
"We're in an ivory tower here at the
university only if we want to be.- said
another professor. He claimed it was
possible to get a liberal college education
and still be "aware of the real world.-
Another student, however agreed that
college doesn't give the student enough
contact with the outside world.
Presenting the VW Owner's
Security Blanket.
Awe,
‘lfromio.‘
With Computer Analysis
It covers a lot.
...free periodic Computer Analysis. it tells us and you if
anything's wrong with your VW. In writing.
...knowing that you can use one of our cars, at nominal cost,
while we're servicing yours.
A New C.-2r w2rr,..an that covers everything except fillers,
fluids and lubricants. Yes, everything. Even brake pads.
Spark Plugs. Windsh'eld wiper blades.*
...knowing that ii we have to keep your VW overnight for
warranty service, we'll lend you another car. Free.• •
...knowing that once your new car warranty has expired, we
still guarantee our work for 6 months or 6000 miles, whichever
comes first. Parts and labor.
...knowing that if we can fix your VW in 30 minutes or less.
we'll fix it while you wait.
OPEN HOUSE Oct. 25-27 REFRESHMENTS
PINE STATE VW
307 MOGAN RD. SA14001 nt. 947-0121 .4fikC. :ID
• 'We should have education and re-entry
into education if possible according to our
own interest,- said Carlson, who explained
that she has experienced alternating
periods of work and education in her own
career.
"The old notion that once a person gets
out of college that's the end of his formal
education.•• she said. "is on its way out
I LONGHORN 11
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
TEXAS
DIRECT From
This is real
BIG LEAGUE
western
style
rodeo
with
some of
Americas
best cowboys
and cowgirls
competing on
sough Texas stock.
BENEFIT
MAINE ASSOCIATION
FOR RETARDED CHILDREN
TICKETS: s6 - 55 - '3
Tickets and information available
through local units of the Maine
Association for Retarded Children.
Sponsored by
Bangor Daily News Charities, Inc.
I 
Friday and Saturday, 8 P.M.—Sunday, 2:30 P.M.
Bangor (Me.) Municipal Auditorium
m an ma ma jORDER BY MAIL, NOW) 
Send self addressed stamped envelope to
Bangor Daily News Charities, Inc
Longhorn World Championship Rodeo
491 Main St Bangor Me. 04401
Check Performance-Friday, 8 p.m. . . Saturday, 8 p.m.
Sunday, 2:30 p.m....
Mark No. Tickets...at $6...$5... $3..,
NOV. 2-3-4
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Street or Box
City State Zip
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Area distributors predict
severe oil pinch unlikely
By Jack Bell
The predicted fuel oil shortage for this
winter has created no panic among area oil
dealers, although many dealers refuse to
accept new accounts.
Spokesman for several oil dealers told
the campus last week that suppliers have
guaranteed them the same amount of
heating oil as last year. barring any major
crisis in which the federal government
would establish a series of mandatory
controls.
.'Whether well have a shortage
Forestry dept.
receives Loose
wood samples
Over 1.000 indexed wood samples from
all over the world were recently donated to
the UMO School of Forest Resources by
Mrs. Theron Loose of Cumberland Center.
Maine.
The samples had been collected over the
past 17 years by the late Mr. Loose who
was an avid wood collector and member of
the International Wood Collectors Society.
The Society is concerned with expanding
knowledge and understanding of wood and
wood products, the collection of samples
for scientific study and the use of wood in
creative craftsmanship.
Loose not only collected and exchanged
woods, but also lectured on wood as a
biological material which is both useful and
decorative. In addition, he designed and
sold fine jewelry which he fashioned from
some of his more exotic ani rarer woods.
The collection will become part of the
recently dedicated Gregory Baker Wood
Collection at the School and will be used for
teaching and scientific investigation
purposes. The Loose Collection will remain
intact. The Baker Collection is currently
being maintained by Dr. Norman P.
Kutscha of the Wood Technology Group at
the School.
depends on a lot of things, and I can't
predict anything until winter actually gets
here, said John Carlisle, manager of the
Webber Fuel Co. tanks in Bucksport.
"One thing different this year, though.
is the mandatory allocation set up by the
federal government." Carlisle noted.
explaining that under the system. die area
in the country hardest hit by cold weather
will receive the most oil.
"So if the midwest gets a major portion
of the oil and we just have an average
wintcr, there could be a shortage."
Carlisle claimed.
UMO, one of the biggest oil users in the
area, apparently is not about to push the
panic button, according to Physical
Director Parker Cushman.
"We don't propose to add to the panic."
Cushman said, adding that "our supplier
has promised us as much fuel oil as we
received last year for as long as he can."
Cushman said there is no "plan" as such
to cut down on heating if a shortage does
occur, but explained that during the
Thanksgiving and Christmas vacations the
heat in all unused buildings will be cut.
Beyond that, he said, all the plant can do is
make recommendations to the university
regarding areas where fuel can be
conserved.
"Right now, we're planning on exactly
what we received last year, which was
about three million gallons," Cushman
said.
The fact remains, however, that most oil
dealers in the area are turning down new
accounts, while their suppliers are
promising to give as much as they possibly
can to match last years amount.
The major reason could be the
mandatory allocation law now in effect.
"Last winter the midwest had a severe
shortage. which is the reason for the
mandatory allocation law," observed
Carlisle. indicating that New Englanders
had better keep their fingers crossed and
covered.
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Concert series...
The New York Brass Quintet,
group which has created its own
sound in the world of brass chamber
music, will appear at the Memorial
a Gymnasium at 8:15 pm. Tonight's
performance is the second concert
brought to the university as part of
the University Concert Series.
Brass quintet appears tonight
The second concert of the University
Concert Series features a quintet with a
different sound from the driving jazz of the
Adderley Quintet, which opened the
series.
The New York Brass Quintet has in its 17
years of existence created a sound of its
own in the world of brass chamber music.
Composed of five highly accomplished
musicians, the ensemble has updated the
brass literature of the Renaissance and
Baroque periods with their particular brass
combination—two trumpets. a trombone.
French horn, and tuba.
Besides their involvement with earlier
brass literature the ensemble's repertoire
consists of contemporary music with works
styled specifically for them by such
distinguished composers as Gunther
Schuller. Richard Arnell. and Malcolm
Arnold.
The ensemble has made several world
tours and are frequent visitors to college
campuses. They have also produced
several albums as well as educational
films.
The Quintet is comprised of Robert
Nagel and Allan. Dean, trumpets; Paul
Ingraham. French Horn; John Swallow,
trombone; and Thompson Hanks. tuba.
The ensemble will perform in Memorial
Gymnasium tonight at 8:15 p.m.
DAILY PICK-UP
SERVICE
Hillson
Cleaners
**********
18 MILL STREET
ORONO* MAINE
TELEPHONE 866-3647
Avon calling....on campus
Now until Nov. 3--
Avon products at their lowest
prices before Christmas
KATHY TRACY
Avon Representative
201 Hart Hall 581-7646
TANK SUITS' GOVERNOR'SHi I iitormen—women
boys—girls
by white Staq-SPeedo
in stock year
mend
Uniform & Swimsuit Shop
72 Columbia Street, Bangor
T.I. 946-9813
Drive-Drive-In Restaurant
Stillwater Ave . Stillwater
GOVERNORS PRICES GO DOWN
 I
ITEM WAS NOW IS
Chicken Basket
Family Pak Chicken
Party Pak Chicken
Chicken Special
1.99 1.89
4.25 4.i5
6.50 6.40
1.19 1.09
TUES. & WED.
HOT DOGS
ONLY
19t
THURS.
2 pc. (Thicken
French Fries
'Cole Slaw, Roll
5*89t
FRIDAY
FISH FRY
65t
 4
This week at II. M. Casmith
Your Co-ed Coupon 3ooklet
Entitles you to $2.00 off the
purchase of any vest in 3ur
vast stock. You'll find your
favorite manufacturers in-
cluding Garland and
Sweater Bee in styles and
colors to CO-Ord nate with
your jeans, slacks, and
skirts.
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If you do not have a coupon
booklet or information on our
co-ed charge account, please
inquire at either of our stores in
downtown Bangor and Olo Town
Please ask your sales clerk when you come in to
visit us about our CO-ED CHARGE ACCOUNT
This charge account is designed especially for you
to permit you to dress in the latest styles
throughout the school year.
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BOOKS: "My apologies, Mr. Jerzy Kosinski . .
The Devil Tree
by Jerzy Kosinski
H arcourt Br we Jovanovicb ; $6.95
by Susan Greenhaigh
If you please. Mr. Kosinski. to which
mountain in Katmandu do you refer? There
are mountains north of Katmandu (like
Everest. Annapurna. Manaslu). And there
are hills surrounding Katmandu. But a
mountain in Katmandu? No. Mr. Kosinski,
that will never do.
Mr Jerzy Kosinski wrote three earlier
novels. Two, (The Painted Bird and Being
There) I have read and enjoyed. The other
(Steps) I have not read, but it was favorably
reviewed and received a National Book
Award. Now he gives us a disappointing
fourth, The Devil Tree.
The plot of The Devil Tree is simple.
Jonathan Whalen returns from abroad to
claim an inheritance. He settles in New
York City and experiments with various
means of probing his personal identity.
The task author Kosinski sets himself is
not as simple. He seeks to expose the
tli T
g
GRANT PLAZA • OLD TOWN • 127.3150
IAT
mechanisms of Jonsthan's mind in its
search for self-knowledge.
His format is innovative and effective.
Kosinski uscs short swatches of episode.
dialogue, or reminiscence to introduce
important ground material. Thus he tells
us that Jonathan flunked out of college and
spent several years abroad trying to
understand and overcome his emotional
detachment. He experimented with drugs.
sex, women, psychotherapy. and encoun-
ter groups. None gave adequate answers.
Through swatches of reminiscence
Kosinski gives us the parental pieces to
Jonathan's puzzle. As a child he was
ignored by his mother and rejected by his
father. But his parents are dead now. and
Jonathan is free to sort through their
psychic legacy for clues to his personality.
This format derives its strength from its
similarity to the actual workings of the
mind. This is the was we think. Our minds
alight on one subject. dart to another, then
flash to a third topic that may be entirely
unrelated to the first.
Our mental swatches are connected by a
thread of subjective logic. Jonathan's are
.
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AT CINEMA I. SNEAK PREVIEW OF
AT 8:30
See Lise and Let Dit: at 6:15 and
American Graffiti at 8:30 or
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not. His mind jumps from topic to topi
without perceivable transition. If Kosinski
intends these as cognates to mental
processes, he should show logical
connectives, but his arrangement seems
purely arbitrary.
Perhaps the swatches are not mental
processes. This is suggested by an
occasional change in point of view, from
the voice of Jonathan to that of a friend.
But if this is the case, what purpose does
the swatch format serve? Is it employed
only to keep the pace moving and insure
against boredom? The format of a book
should be organically tied to its theme and
subject matter. Kosinski's seems merely
fortuitous.
Now for style. Kosinski's prose is
simple. blunt. forthright. He uses few
contractions, few big words, few long.
involved sentences. His writing is clear and
comprehensible, like a children's story.
This style works superbly in The Painted
Bird in which the narrator is in fact a child.
It works in Being There whose narrator is
an illiterate gardener. It does not work in
The Devil Tree.
at 7:00 oc• 
NITES4ItP\
F.•‘' ALL SEATt
$100s\c'
LADY SINGS
THE BLUES
Starring: Diana Ross and
Billy Dee Williams
trilr********** **dr** *
* To insure piping hot food,
the
SNACK
SHACK
is limiting deliveries to
*pizza. subs, and your *
*favorite cold beverage.
* BEER-WINE-SODA *
i'dr*****dritr************
-MED
SCHOOL
ADMISSION
PROBLEMS?
EuroMeil
may oiler RX via
overseas training
For th• cPcciri !,!!!!!nez F3!!. !971,
the European Medical Students
Placement Service, Inc. will assist
qualified American students in
gaining admission to recogniz.exl
overseas medical schools
And that's just the beginning.
'ynce thc ianguage barrier constitutes
'be preponderate difficulty in succeed-
r at a foreign school, the Euromed
ctogram also includes an intensive
; 2 week medical and conversationa!
.anguage course mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily, the course
,s given in the country where the stu-
lent will attend medical school.
;r addition, the European Medical
Students Placement Service provides
students with a 12 week 1..tensive
cultural orientation course. with Amer.
'can students now studying medicine
in that particular country serving as
counselors.
Senior or graduate students currently
enrolled in an American university are
eligible to participate in the Euromed
program.
For application and further
information, phone toll free,
(800) 645-1234
or write,
EUROPEAN MEDICAL
Students Placement Service, Inc
170 Old Cadatry Plead
N V 11501
99
•
Here is Jonathan speaking: "If I am to
\know myself, I will have to confront my
ilntradictions and admit the impact of my
chiltthood." And again: "I feel myself
fragmenting into a jumble of furious
emotions," How can an emotionally
fragmentedsperson speak in slow, clearly
composed sentences? Jonathan tells us
himself: "(Because) I have never been able
to lose myself."
I am satisfied with the answer. How can
anyone restrain and analyze himself for 208
pages with no break, no glimmer of
emotion?
Jonathan is not real. He reads like an
adolescent. imcompletely formed from the
pages of a psychology text--a persona here,
a rejecting father there, a child-adult split
thrown in besides. Jonathan never
emerges as a whole, believable person.
Perhaps I expect too much from a short
book. Perhaps the author does not intend
to create more than a flat, fragmented
character. If so. my apologies. Mr.
Kosinski.
WADLEIGH'S STORE
Ave., Stillwater-827-5504
Compare our Keg Prices.,
74 gal. pony kegs available
Bagged Ice: med. S.35--large 5.50
The Area's Largest Selection of Cold
Deliver
co
8:30-11:30 Mon.-Thurs.
8:30-12:00 Fri.&Sat.
til 10:00 pm on Sun.
MAO( 5,14‘C_
TAKE OUT AND DELIVERY SERVICE
866-3118
Wines
ORDER ONE OF OUR DELICIOUS PIZZAS 0
SUPERSUBS AND WE'LL DELIVER TO YOUR DOR
ALONG WITH YOUR FAVORITE
BEVERAGE — BEER — WINE — SODA.
1
COUPON
see what 254
ca. bey!
SOFT DRINK
and
•i STEAMED HOT DOG 
I
PRESENT COUPON
AT SNACK SHACK
GOOD OCT. 25-OCT. 31
MIN OEM I
OPEN 11AM-11PM
DELIVERIES
6 PM-11 PM
CAII
866-3118
thousands of topics
$2.75 per page
Nations most extensive library of research material
SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00
TO COVER POSTAGE
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite :2
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research malaria, is sold for research assistance onk,
not as a-finished product for academic credit
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Masque 'Story Theatre' offers ten adult fain tales
by Bill Gordon
A show titled Story Theatre is for kids.
right? Not completely. Paul Sills, who was
part of the "Second City" theatre group in
Chicago from which Mike Nichols and
Elaine May came, took some well-known
fairy tales and made them grow up.
Fairy tales have long been recognized as
having two very distinct levels of meaning.
One, the fantastic, is the obvious with its
tales of gnomes and witches that make
childhood a time of imagination beyond
reality. The second, metaphorical aspect
can be found in all these tales. Isn't such a
tale as The Emperor's New Clothes a
rather savage satire on the excessive vanity
of the ruling class. Or how about Henny
Penny as a look at all those ridiculous
soothsayers who've been predicting the
end of the world ever since man's arrival
upon it? The possibilities are endless. And
fascinating.
Every season the Maine Masque, in
conjunction with the Patrons of the Fine
Arts, produces a touring production that
THE LITTLE PEASANT—A Story Theatre fable wherein they put a poor guy
in a barrel, nail the top on, and throw him in the river. Cast(' to r): D. Emery,
G. Schwartz, W. Merritt. S. Heathcote, A. Periale, B. Jensen, R. Tripp, and
D. McDaniel. This Sunday and Monday in Hauck at 8:15.
Responding To Readers
AL
"ii well, you can't fool an honest mus
When someone recei.es a letter
addressed to himself, shouldn't he
presume that it's intended for him
personally and not for publication in 8500
newspapers? Imagine m. puzzlement
when a young lady from Kennebec writes
that my use of part of her letter was not
only a gross misrepresentation of her
Intent leven though it was quoted
serbatiml but was meant to be published
e.en though that was never even
mentioned.
So, to make one of my legion of fans
happy. here is the letter, with my response
In italics:
Dear Mr. Gordon.
I just read. thoroughly. Bill Gordon's
opinion and condemnation of the IDB
movie schedule, and while I do not wish to
get vehema ntly angry. lam more than a bit
disturbed. I'd like to rebut, point by point.
if I may:
Number 1: Funding. I don't believe we
had a full $3,000 to work with last
semester. Is Mr. Gordon aware that we
would have been delighted to choose films
of his caliber, but they run from $300 -S400
apiece? That, according to my poor math,
would result in less than ten "worthwhile"
films, leaving the rest of the semester
faced with a Rocket Man festival.
Bullshit. Wherever did you get the idea
that films of my 'caliber • • were necessarily
expensive? Some of the best films ever
released can be bought very cheaply. Isn't
On the Waterfront one of the least
expensive films in the schedule? And isn't
it true. that Airport cost $300 and
Andromeda Strain $250. while the _former
will he on television this winter and the
latter has been broadcast twice already'
Lack of taste, not money, is what makes the
plays in eight towns (this year ranging
from East Millinocket to Wells) and returns
to UMO for two performances.
Directed by Arnold Colbath, a cast of
eight will act out a total of 72 roles in 10
separate stories. The cast include_s David
Emery. Stephen Heat hcote. Beverly
Jensen. Drucie McDaniel. Wayne Merritt.
Andrew Perialc (who also is supplying
some Dylan and Beatles music). Gus
Schwartz, and Roy Tripp. Costumes are by
Mary Lou Colbath and lights by Michael
Soule.
The ten stories these actors will create
are The Little Peasant. The Bremen Town
Musicians. Is He Fat?. The Robber
Bridegroom. Henny Penny. The Master
Thief Venus and the C at. [he Fisherman
and His Wifr, Two Crows. and The Golden
Goose.
The performances. on this Sunday and
Monday (Oct. 28 and 29) at 8:15 in Hauck
Auditorium, are free but tickets should be
picked up beforehand to guarantee a seat.
Judging from the success of the
Masque's Streetcar. which has sold-out for
three nights and even had waiting lists of
40 people for one performance, the
Masque is off to quite a season. Story
Theatre has been playing to SRO audiences
all over the state. Turn back the clock of
your life this weekend to when mid-terms
and Richard Nixon weren't the fairy tales
that amused you.
IDB series such a waste.
2. Selection. In past years !DB did
attempt a board, and that's all anyone ever
dot. This year we begged for volunteers for
over a month before we began. and I even
hounded the kids in my dorm for
suggestions which, of course, all fell in the
S300 plus brackett. Around the middle of
May. Mr. Gordon. no one really has the
time to sit for four hours m‘ithout
fortification. 1?1 as we did, or the patience
or imagination to come up with the right
number of horrors, westerns. comedies et
al and still stay within the budget. And
because we don't receive promotional
material for new catalogues until the first
of Max'. we really can't start any sooner.
I really had to chuckle, Mr. Gordon, at
your idealistic solution of polling the
students for their all-time favorites. It's
Just not worth the effort. In all my
experience in campus government. I have
yet to see a mailbox canvas work. A nyone
who tries this usually ends up tearing the
damned things up.
If a board is all you ever got. what more
did you want? Did y.ou explain to those
dorm kids the technicalities involved in
renting 16mm films _for a University and
I that films which recently played in theatresI weren't even available? Most people that
 '
know spend most of May in Bar Harbor,
hut are otherwise around during the week.
Even I don't answer those stupid
questionnaires about tree-planting and RA
selection. B ut everyone can tell you at least
ten films he'd like to see. I'd say "try
harder." but doubt you tried at all—why
was I ignored and completely left out of all
people?
3. "Artistic Value?" 1 may be a klutz.
Mr. Gordon, but I like what I like, and what
I like is what I can understand, and what
appeals to me, not what some critic on the
New York Times says I should like, or even
the critic of the Campus, for that matter. I
just like to sit and watch. withbut having to
wori-v about why in heck Paul is seeing
Sybil's husband because he was scared by
the cafeteria lady as a child. No. I don't
concern my self with such. And I'm sorry.
student body. I'm inclined to believe a lot
Friday and Saturday nights
Live Band
DOWNSTAIRS LOUNGE
of you feel the same way. A movie is a
break. and a break is to be enjoyable, not
confusing. To wit: I would cite the
crowds(and I mean crowds) at last
semesters undescribablelhow true!! Prime
Cut, and at last week's "trite, commercial,
without any artistic value" film. Airport. I
myself still have a crick' neck from having
to sit so far down front just to get a seat.
Finally.. Mr. Gordon, these movies are
free. which in a lot of eyes probably doesn't
excuse their sewer quality. We chose them
for student enjoyment because we can't
afford to titillate as much as you would
wish. and until this paper came out. I
thought we 'd done a pretty decent job.
Please volunteer vour services, time.
money and ideas to IDB next semester. I
believe the v will be sincerely grateful.
Thank you.
Terri Farmer
121 Kennebec
Last semester's selection committee.
The .first paragraph of the section above
was answered by my Tango review of issue
Sept. 27.
Even you have said that these' films are
far .from free. Titillate?
My time. 'services, and ideas are always
available for worthwhile film cause's.
Though I may have more of it than u lot of
kids around here. so l've been told. my
money is now going to help finance the .film
I'm producing this winter • nd. lieve me.
making a .film is an frpen sive.
time-consuming process.
Finally, why do you r'peated1y refer to
me as "Mr. Gordon" as if thot name were
contemptuo us?
111111111•MINI.
This Week's Films
Double Indemnity tNlystely -Drama); Fri-
day. " & 9:30. 100 Nutting. Admission.
night of the Living Deaci(Horror);
Saturday. 7 & 9:30 & 11; 100 Nutting.
Admission.
Big Sleep(Mystery): Sunday. 1:30 & 3:30.
100 Nutting. Free.
Threepenny Opera(Mosiev1): Sunday. 7
p.m.. 100 Nutting. Free.
Count Dracula( Horror): 'Ned. in 100
Nutting. Thurs. in 130 Little. 7 & 0•30.
Free
r***********************.%(***:
*
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Monday night
ROCK 'N ROLL SHOW with JOHN MARSHALL
spinning the discs
An assortment of shirts, mini's and maxi's
Open Mon-Sat. 9:00-5:00
***************************
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Cridder, go to Lafayette
lipitto to UConn4: ft wsI t I
After a disheartening 30-3 defeat at the
.hands of UConn the Black Bears will try to
regroup Saturday when they travel to
Easton. Pa. to face Lafayette.
This season Lafayette. under coach Neil
Putnam has a much improved passing
attack to go along with its fine ground
game. The Leopards boast one of the top
rushers in the small college ranks in Tony
Giglio.
Last weekend Lafayette and Bucknell
struggled to a 0-0 tie but after the game
Bucknell coach Larry Landini said this
about the Lafayette offense: "Their Tony
Giglio is a super tailback. He has all the
credentials. But quarterback Mark Jones
has really made the difference on the
Lafayette team.. .he can hurt you, both as a
runner and as a passer.-
Giglio. a 5-11. 175-pound senior, is
averaging 105.8 yards per game. He is
also the top pass receiver on the team and
he leads the Leopards in scoring with seven
touchdowns.
Other offen6iYe stars for Lafayette
include fullback Frank Campbell
end Terry Byrd. Campbell is an excellent
blocker with the ability to pick up tough
yardage inside. Byrd is the second leading
pass receiver on the team.
Last season Maine defeated Lafayette
16-6. here at Orono.
Last weekend Maine lost its fourth
strait home game an -1 t-AUConn before
1I 
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4.000 rain-drenched spectators.
A pair of freshmen paced the Huskies to
the win. Quarterback Lou Mancari tossed
two touchdown passes. and placekicker
Greg Sinay booted three field goals.
Mancari. passed for a touchdown of
seven yards to Leroy Williams in the first
quarter and eight yards to Allan MacLellan
in the fourth period.
LIConn's other touchdown was scored by
fullback Eric Torkelson on a one-yard
plunge in the second period.
The rest of the UConn scoring came on
field goals by Sinay. The left-footed kicker
connected on field goals of 31. 13. and 32
yards. in addition to his three touchdown
conversions.
Maine's only score of the contest was a
2--yard field goal by sophomore Gil Starble
with 39 seconds left in the first half. The
Bears had moved downfield from their own
15 behind the passing of Bob Munzing and
the rushing of Mark DeGregorio. The
march finally stalled on the Maine nine.
hurt by a 15-yard holding penalty.
The statistics of Saturday's game prnved
the one-sidedness of the contest as UConn
had a 19-- edge in first downs and
outrushed the Bears 247-8. Mancari hit on
eight of 15 passes for 127 yards. while
Maine's quarterbacks. Bob Munzing. and
Alan Malnak connected on 11 of 20 for 135
yards.
Tomorrow 's game with Lafayette will
start at 1:30 p.m.
Maine's Kim Shephard fires point blank Inc recent game. Shephard scored
the only goal for Maine in last Saturday's 1-1 tie with UConn. The tie left
UMO and UConn deadlocked for the YC lead.
Intramural sports
In intramural action last weekend
interdorm football champs. York Hall.
defeated Phi Eta. 24-10, to take the campus
championship. While in cross-country a
tough Oak squad placed five men in the top
ten to take the dorm division and ATO
captured the fraternity division by
defeating defending champion Delta Tau.
IR I, t 101 r  .•••••. n
face crucial game
The University of Maine soccer team
salvaged a tie with UConn last Saturday as
Kim Shephard scored on a penalty kick
with two minutes left.
The 1-1 tie left the Bears and Huskies
tied for first in the Yankee Conference.
UConn had held a 1-0 lead since 7:47 of
the first half as forward Tim Hunter scored
an unassisted goal.
The penalty shot goal was Shephard's
second of the season.
Maine goalie John Hackett had 12 saves
including a diving save on the last shot of
the game to preserve the victory.
The tie left Maine with a conference
record of two wins, no losses and three ties
for seven points. While Connecticut's
conference record is 3-0-1. also for seven
points. The Bears have one conference
game left this Saturday against Vermont.
cPrIRTa clkinAR
Friday Oct. 2b:
*Frosh Football vs. Bridgton Academy,
1:30 p.m.
*Frosh Soccer vs. Bridgton Academy. 1.30
p.m.
Saturday Oct. 27:
Varsity Soccer at Vermont. 10:30 a.m.
Varsity football at Lafayette, 1:30 p.m.
Varsity Cross-country at Yankee Confer-
ence Championship at New Hampshire.
11:00 a.m.
Varsity Sailing at Maine Maritime
Academy
Tuesday. Oct. 30:
Frosh Soccer at Bow doin , 2:00 p.m.
Varsity Soccer at Bowdoin. 2:00 p.m.
Varsity Cross-country, Maine vs. Brandeis.
Boston University and MIT at MIT. 3:00
p.m.
*denotes home game
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Take a long weekend
and sail the Maine coast
in its most beautiful seasor
Sept. 21. 28.
Oct. 6. 12.19. 26.
$50/ person
includes six
delicious
meals and
two nights
aboard.
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At Michigan he is the "Wolfman." At
countless other colleges and universities he
is known as the "Monsterman." Here at
UMO he is the "Rover back." And the
Bears have one of New ENgland's best in
Jack O'Rourke.
The Rover back lines up according to the
strength of the opposing team, which most
of the time is on the strong side, explained
O'Rourke.
The senior Physical Education major
says that the main jobs of the rover back
are to help the defensive linemen contain
the sweep and to cover short passes in the
flat area of the field.
"A rover back has to know how to read
different offenses and keys. He is half
linebacker and half defensive back.. above
all he has to be aggressive," said O'Rourke
Tr -captain O'Rourke cited some of the
basic differences between a rover back and
a defensive back.
"A defensive back is almost always one
on one with somebody. You have to have a
big ego and you can't let mistakes bother
you. If a defensive back makes a mistake it
really shows. But a rover back's success
depends. to some extent, on the ability of
the defensive linemen and linebackers who
play in front of him. We usually play a tone
defense, hut sometimes 1 get one on one
ith ‘4 ingback.— O'Rourke explained.
The S-10 defender says that he has been
lucky to have fine performers such as
defensive end Andy Mellow and
linebackers Steve Jones and Al Royer
playing in front of him.
In preparation for a game O'Rourke
studies films of the opposing team in action
and consults with his coaches to determine
what the team will do in certain situations.
"I try to remember from previous
experience. You have to get mentally as
well as physically prepared for a game. I
think a large part of it is psyching the other
guy out. Some guys you can get on verbally
and it really bothers them. Things like this
are very important to remember. O'Rourke
said.
The native of Millis. Mass., began
playing organized football in high school as
a quarterback and defensive back.
"Football was the big sport in my home
town. Everybody played. My father was
athletically inclined and he got me
interested. And I've always been lucky
enough to get good coaches to keep me
going." said O'Rourke.
O'Rourke credits UMO's defensive
success to the fact that the unit is made up
mostly of veterans who work together.
"Coach Abbott is a very good defensive
coach and we have some very fine athletes
on our defensive unit." O'Rourke said.
In last week's game against UConn
O'Rourke suffered a severe charley horse
and is a question mark for this week
game at Lafayette.
Asked about playing against Delaware
O'Rourke said. "I can't wait! I want to go
lip against the best. Some guys arc scared
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and in awe. I respect Delaware. but I am
not in awe. On any given-day any team can
beat any other team."
Last season the aggressive defender was
named to the FCAC Division 11 all-star
team. And, personally. O'Rourke believes
that he is having a better season this year.
After graduation, O'Rourke would like to
attend graduate school and work toward
becoming a coach on the college level.
Jack O'Rourke
Maine harriers take
third in State Series
as Laflamme wins
A well-balanced Bates cross-country
team won the M1AA (Maine Intercollegiate
Athletic Association) cross-country cham-
pionship held at Colby. Saturday.
The victory was the fifth State Series
championship for the Bates harriers in the
past six years.
The Bobcats scored 37 points, second
place Bowdoin had 39. UMO was third with
58, and host Colby finished last with 117.
Maine's Jerry Laflamme was the
individual winner as he toured Colby's five
mile course in 25:09, just six seconds off
the course record held by former Colby
runner Lew Pacquin.
During the first mile of the race
Laflamme was pushed by two Bowdoin
runners, defending champ Bill Wilson and
Fred Davis.
But Laflamme finally took control in the
later stages of the race by outdistancing
Wilson with a strong finish which enabled
him to win by 43 seconds.
After Laflamme came two Bowdoin
runners. Wilson and Fred Davis who took
second and third respectively. Bob Chasen
of Bates captured fourth and Maine's fine
sophomore Colin Campbell took fifth.
This Saturday the Black Bears will travel
to New Hampshire for the tough Yankee
Conference Championships.
Summary: 1)Laflamme (M) 25:09: 2)
Wilson (B); 3) Davis (80): 4) Chasen (BA):
5) Campbell (M); 6) Keenan (BA): 7)
Benoit (80): 81 Anderson (BA): 9) Graf
IBA): 10) Merrill (BA).
& M RESTAL RANT-
Broadway Shopping Center
Breakfast-Lunch-Dinner
open 9-9
Draught & Bottled Beer
11 Mufflers
iV
IA
RalIc and!
I Hoses
Do" '-,10300".. Col= 0=0 C or.
k\
WE
ooc0000cGAMBINO
GAMBINO'S Food S 1,117,
Oct. 26-Nov. 1
1. Spaghetti & Steak I 
—$2.50
—$1.75
—$1.95
—$1.95
—$4.00
NOW HAVr PIZZA! MADE FROM OUP OWN FR ESH IDDITGE A RD SAUCE
2. Spaghetti & Veal Cutlet
3. Half—a—Fried Chicken
4. Fried Clam Dinner
5.1 lb. Steak Dinner
teptiMOCIDOI
and Pipes
/NM
INAPAI
DUBAY AUTO PARTS
15 So Water Street Old Town, Me
AUTO PARTS
Echlin I
Ignition I I
; I
11
I
AND ACCESSORIES OF ALL KINDS
1
Auto Litz Eiric.; ;
Champ= jigsPhone 827 5593
:SERVING YOUR FAVORITEFOOD & BEVERAGES
ti Entertainment
LTues.—Sat
MR. BIG OF ORONO
IS NOW OPEN!
I MI I  P ir
We
BASKETBALLS
Regular $8.95
Cbtrl AI ar ir
Jr [MAL 43.03
AT WIGHT'S
Specialize in Personal
1
Service
FRIDAY EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M.
SUPER TIGER
Handball Gloves
Special $7.88
TIGER
Track and Jogging Shoes
Now in Stock
BIG SELECTION
of Colored T
-Shirts,
Sweatshirts & Pants
Basketball Pants
1
CONVERSE SUEDES CONVERSE ALLSTAR II
IN STOCK
BLUE - GOLD - GREEN
RED-ORANDF-RURPLE
Coot, ughisysight sad Durabl•
141395
()PEN 8 to 5 MONDAY thru SATURDAY
Canvas Sneaker;
White & colors $9 95
TROPHIES
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
48 Hour Engraving
0 414, 'SPORTING GOODS
589 Wilson Street, Brewer, Maine Tel. 989-6677
J
•-t-
41
cYll a rle Sarepk
\ 1
#itcsik.s.A4Feihkve
51
t estgate Mall. Union Street, Bangor
Tilt Bid, 14111 It
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVERS
MODEL 2220
Traditional Marantz quality and high
performance make the exciting Model 2220 a
lot of i-eceiver for little money With utmost
reliability, it offers 40 Watts continuous RMS
into 8 ohm speakers, from 40 Hz to 20 kHz
with total harmonic and intermodulation dis-
tortion less that 0 9°,..
16 7/8" x 5" x 14", 26 lbs.. shown with op-
tional WC-22 walnut cabinet
MODEL 2245
MODEL 2270
Next to the fabulous Marantz $1.000 Model
19. this is the flnest receiver available. It
delivers 140 Watts continuous RMS into 8
ohm speakers from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with
under 0.3°, total harmonic and intermodula-
non distortion Frequency response is an
incredible 0 25dB'
16 7/8" x 5'' x 14". 40 lbs.. shown with op-
tional WC-22 walnut cabinet
We sound better.
For superb FM stereo, clean power, and
sophisticated control, the moderately-priced
Model 2245 is unmatched at its price With
professional quality. impressive specs. and
features galore the Model 2245' delivers a full
90 Watts continuous WAS into 8 ohm speakers
from 20 Hz to 20kHz, with under 0.3% total
harmonic and intermodulation distortion.
Frequency response is 0 5dB.
16 7/8" x 5" x 14". 35 lbs.. shown with
optional WC-22 walnut cabinet
MODEL 2230
With impressive specifications and Marantz--
exclusive features, the low-priced Model
2230 offers more value and performance than
any other receiver in its class It delivers 60
Watts continuous RMS into 8 ohm speakers
from 40 Hz to 20 kHz with total harmonic and
intermodulation distortion under 0.5°.,n.Fre-
nuency response is 0.5dB!
16 7/8" x 5" x 14", 30 lbs., shown with op-
tional WC-22 walnut cabinet
Vni- 77, No-9
-Q%-i m
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• Reserve fund may avert
room and board increase
by Jan Messier
UMO students are organizing this week
to present alternatives to a proposed $20
room-and board-increase for next semes-
ter.
Student leaders were successful last
Wednesday in postponing consideration of
the increase at the October trustee's
meeting on the grounds that students were
given no imput in offering alternatis es.
According to Tim Keating. student
senate president. research is currently
underway into the possibility of utilizing
the university-wide debt reserve fund. This
fund was established under the former
state university system and consists of
accummulated reserves. At present UMO
has invested $2.25 million in the fund.
Keating said Boston lawyers are
investigating the matter to discern the
legality of using the funds to erase a
resident-dining hall debt of $92000
incurred by employe wage increases over
the summer.
The Inter-dorm Board has placed
responsibility for investigating the reserve
fund alternative in its standing housing
committee comprised of three faculty.
three administrators and six students.
Mike Baker. president of IDB and a
member of the housing committee, said the
increase is necessary because of rising
costs, but opposes a hike in the
room-and-board rate.
"IDB may see the reason behind the
increase but we'll probably oppose it since
it was announced in the middle of the
semester, making for poor timing." he
said.
Student leaders asserted that no formal
announcement was made to them on the
proposed increase although President
Howard R. Neville said he informed IDB
members at their last meeting. Baker
commented on Neville's claim saying.
"President Neville said he felt a $20
increase was necessary to get rid of the
deficit but we didn't think anything of it.
Maybe he thought he was making a
definite announcement but we didn't think
he was." Baker said his group considered
it mere speculation.
During the weekend. the University of
Maine Organization of Student Govern-
ments held its October meeting at the
11MFK.
At the meeting several proposals were
introduced as remedies to alleviate the
$92,000 deficit. Members discussed the
feasibility of utilizing a legislative subsidy
as a solution to rising costs.
Another possible alternative, according
to UMOSG, would be service cuts.
Proposed serivce cuts would include
reduction in the number of janitors and
grounds-keepers. The organization advo-
cates increased use of student help by
utilizing work-study students as janitors,
grounds-keepers. maids and receptionists.
UMOSG members also see alcohol sales
as a possible source of income used
specifically to minimize debts. UMOSG
President Simon said liquor sales on the
University of Rhode Island campus last
year netted $140,000.
The least feasible means of alleviating
the budget deficit. asserts UMOSG. is the
passage of the proposed room and board
rate.
Simon said he is sending letters to the
Board of Trustees and to Chancellor Donald
R. McNeil regarding the board's failure to
inform students of the planned room and
board increase. McNeil claims he sent a
formal letter of notice to the UMOSG
chairman, but Simon said he did not
receive it.
The UMO Police Department has
bubbled-up .f.or the occasion and
purchased two sets of alley lights firr
their cruiser'. at 5351 15 each. The
lights were purchased under a special
90-er extended to all Maine munici-
palities.
Photo by Rowson/Wieland
Twin bubbles, alley lights
keep cops up with times
By Jack Bell
Replacing the blue bubble on police
cruisers with a light bar. complete with a
mounted siren - P.A. speaker and twin
blinking lights apparently is the current
trend in law enforcement vehicles, and the
University Police Department is keeping
up with it.
The single bubbles have been replaced
with the new apparatus. including "alley
lights" installed on both sides of the
roof-mounted light bar, on two of the three
cruisers.
Resignation expected
Dean of the College of Technology Eldred W. Hough
is expected to resign his position within the next few
weeks, according to reliable sources.
Neither Dr. Hough. nor Vice President for Academic
Affairs James M. Clark would deny or confirm
. speculation concerning the Dean's resignation. Both
responded "no comment" to questions from Campus
reporters.
Dean Hough, 57, will become the third dean to resign
since last January. Former Dean of the college of Arts and Sciences John J. NoIde
announced his resignation last January. Former Dean of the college of Education
Robert E. Grinder followed Nolde's lead six weeks later.
A formal announcement of resignation is expected before the end of the semester.
Cooperation stressed 
Hearings scheduled on academic
by Jan Messier
The Student Academics Affairs Commit-
tee of the Student Senate is sponsoring
"open hearings on education" during the
week of November 4-8.
According to committee chairwoman.
Kathering Roberts. the hearings' principle
goal is to gather deans, administrators,
faculty and students together "on a round
table discussion to get to the basis of
education."
The topics to be discussed include the
nature and purpose of education, testing
and evaluation. Questions to be considered
are "Class time — is it well spent?" and
"Is there a caste system which places
faculty above the students?"
This imaginative caricature
of our government's head.
produced by Elaine Rangus.
took 3rd place in Saturday's
pumpkin carving contest.
First place went to Susan
Frost. and Frank Crabtree
was second.
Photo by Wieland
topics
Committee members stressed the
hearings are not a gripe session as one
member said. "It is not meant as a means
for people to complain." Another added
that the hearings are designed to be a
"constructive exchange" between various
members of the university community with
the hope that not only students, but faculty
and administrator members will air
questions and concerns.
Another committeeman described it as
an effort to get students away from
"over-the-cafeteria-table" discussion and
into an informal arena where students
ideas and concerns will he considered.
The hearings schedule is as follows:
Monday. November 5. for members of the
College of Education at 120 Little Hall:
Tuesday. College of Business Administra-
tion in 110 Little Hall and Life Sciences and
Agriculture in 120 Little Hall: Wednesday.
Arts and Sciences. 120 Little Hall and
Thursday. College of Technology. 120
Little Hall. All hearings w ill begin at "':(X)
p.m.
Roberts said her corn • lime got the idea
from the recent hearings conducted by
state Sen. Bennett D. Katz.
Flyers will be distributed to all students.
faculty and administrators. Committee
members said all of the college deans have
agreed to attend the hearings.
"Open hearings on education" commit-
tee members include Roberts, Peter
Simon, Dina Gabriel, Karen Edgecomb,
Willie Willette and Phil Spalding.
"This apparatus was ordered soley for
the protection of the university community.
as they give excellent illumination and
visibility." Acting Police Chiel Alan G.
Reynolds claims.
Reynolds explained that the single
bubble blue lights were wearing out, and
even those in good condition didn't provide
the illumination necessary for the
protection of vehicles pulled over to the
side of the road.
"The old lights don't have the pulsating
effect that the light bar provides." he said.
adding that the new light bars would put
both the cruisers and the disabled or pulled
over vehicles in less jeopardy.
"If you're interested in cost ($351.15
each) you'll notice that the new bars are
attached to the side of the roof of the
cruiser, so hole don't have to be drilled in
the center of the roof, which was necessary
for the old lights." Reynolds said, pointing
out that the switch wil boost trade in value
of used cruisers.
The tentative at the moment is to
"recondition" the old lights on the cruisers
and mount them on bars equipped with
alley lights and a siren, Reynolds said,
although the new bars arrived as complete
sets.
The "alley lights", called such because
the 4-inch spotlights arc designed to
illuminate alleys while the cruiser proceeds
at a slow pace. were ordered to help
patrolmen check university parking lots.
Reynolds said. Until now, police have been
forced to shine a flashlight out of a cruiser,
window, or check the parking lot on foot,
he said.
The campus police now have two
cruisers with the new apparatus. one
marked cruiser temporarily left with the
single bubble. the Blazer, with its single
light, and the unmarked director's car. for
a total of five police vehicles.
Vice President of Administration and
Finance John M. Blake said that
considering the population of the campus
and the business carried on each day, the
police department was "grossly under-
staffed" with its dozen police officers and
five police cruisers regularly assigned to
the Orono campus.
"We are the thirteenth largest
community in Maine.•• Blake said, adding
that communities of similiar size, such as
Brewer and Old Town don't have
complexes of dormitories to protect. or
security guards to ferry to each dorm.
For purposes of comparison. the Brewer
Police Department has a fleet of three
cruisers and one dectective car and a force
of it) men for a population of 10.(XX). and
will shortly be replacing their single
blinking lights with the more modern light
bar',.
For university purposes. however. Blake
said the larger fleet of police chides is
necessary.
In addition to transporting security
personnel to the dorms. Blake commented,
"You should find out just what the
patrolmen do and where they go."
—t
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out Sex.- at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
in Hauck Auditorium.
what's on
THURSDAY • NOVEMBER 1
Forum — Keep Maine''. MCA
Center. College Ave, ' p.m.
FRIDAY* NOVEMBER 2
Talk—"New Rules for the
International Money Game.-
with Helmut Middlemann.
9:30-11 a.m. in the FFA Room
of memorial Union. Middle-
mann was the head of the Ec-
onomic Section at the German
Embass. from 196--1971.
Tickets — will be on sale for 75
cents today and tomorrow for
Marshall Dodge in the Lobby
of the Union.
Entertainment — Doug Lewis is
at the Ram's Horn. 9:15 and
10:15 p.m.
Movie — "Everything You
Always Wanted to Know ab-
SATURDAY° NOVEMBER 3
Movie — "Red Sky at
Morning," and 9:30 p.m. in
Hauck Auditorium.
Entertainment — Nevada State
Honeyworks. 9:15 and 10:15
p.m. at the Ram's Horn.
SL :11:1 • NO:EMBER 4
Entertainment — MUAB pre-
sents Marshall Dodge. 8:15
p.m. in Hauck Auditorium.
Feast — Yoga feast and
housewarming at Guru Ram
Das Ashram, at noon. at 53E
Wiley St.. Bangor. Food.
music, and all questions
answered in yoga and yoga
philosophy.
Movie — "I'm all Right. Jack:-
7 p.m. at 100 Nutting
MONDAYS NOVEMBER 5
Meeting — of Arts and Science,
faculty. at 4 p.m. in 13 
BennettHall
Women's Studies — Stodder
Complex. Penobscot Lounge.
6:30 p.m.
Hearing — Open Hearings on
Your Education, Nov. 5-8.
Today's topic: College of
Education. 7 p.m. in 120 Little
Hall.
Classes — UMO Skin and Skuba
Instruction, open to students
and the university communi-
ty. Monday nights for ten
weeks, 6-9 p.m.. in the
Memorial Gym.
Free — Free flicks, ":30 in the
FFA Room of the Memorial
Union. sponsored by Wel-
come Aboard Travel.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6
Hearing — Open Hearing on
Your Education: Life Sciences
and Agriculture. 7 p.m. in 120
little Hall; Business Adminis-
tration in 110 little Hall.
Women's Studies — York
Complex. Kennebec Lounge.
6:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7
Hearing -- Open Hearing on
Your Education: Arts and
Sciences. 7 p.m. in 120 Little
Hall.
Deadline — for National District
Student Loans, Student Aid
Office, 108 East Annex.
Women's Studies — Wells
Commons. Hart Lounge. 6:30
THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 8
Hearing — Open Hearings on
Your Education: Technology.
7 p.m. in 120 Little Hall.
Women's Studies — Stuart
Commons. Androscoggin
Lounge: Hilltop Complex.
Oxford Louge. 6:30 p.m.
Loans — All students who have
not signed for their National
Direct Student Loans should
do so before November 7, at
the Student Aid Office, 108
Fact Annex.
Independent
Study offered
Arts and Sciences students
interested in areas not covered
by UMO courses should
consider Indepenslent Study,
says Elaine Gershman. the
college's assistant dean.
A prospective Independent
student must develop his study
program under the guidance of
a professor and present it to the
Programs in Learning Commit-
tee for approval, she said.
Gershman. chairperson of the
committee, said that students
with a 2.5 cumulative average
and at least a second semester
freshman standing are eligible.
U of M CLASSIFIED EMPLOYEES 1
local AFS(ME
„i11-1.10 182 1
• •
j 01 /1 (lout
Frank W. St. Louis
 942-5070
What is the difference between
AFSCME and the AFL-CIO?
11-1 unions 44.i... e,,.4 with the AFL C10.
We work together there on common problems that
face all workers. Sonles. we disagree. Then we go
ahead with our own program We are an independent
union. All of AFSCME s decisions are made by
AFSCME s members.
What is Collective Bargaining?
Collective Bargaining is the way you can make real
substantive change — changes on promotions. job
security, transfer rights, salary. pensions, and other
conditions of work.
Through the union, you and your fellow workers
decide what you want. Then union representatives.
selected by you. sit down and hammer out an
agreement with management on every issue of concern.
They sit at the bargaining table as equals with
management.
The union bargaining committee represents the
united strength of all union members The more
members, the more strength you will have. Before any
agreement is accepted by the committee, the majority
of members will have to give their approval.
How about strikes?
The national officers and representative of AFSCME
cannot and will not call for a strike. That is a decision
made locally by you and your fellow workers. No one
else can make it for you. There have been cases where
AFSCME members have found it necessary to take
strike action to achieve dignity on the job and in every
case. the decision was made locally. In most cases. a
Strong. well-organized local will not have to strike. By
representing the overwhelming majority of workers.
the union can win at tne bargaining table rather than on
the streets.
How rt sari I Acs! inn.. ell 41:3• rt. dr+Ar•1, • . ”as *.o. .171130
resolved?
if you have a problem with the employer, you need
representation--someone to prepare and present your
case. AFSCME GIVES YOU THAT REPRESENTA-
TION.
AFSCME also makes sure you get a hearing by
establishing a grievance procedure to which
management must respond promptly and fairly.
What about the Union and the
Civil Service System?
When you join the Union. you retain all of your civil
service rights, and the Union will work to protect the
civil service system. to make it work and to guarantee
that it is fairly administered.
CAMPUS BULLETIN BOARD
REGINA
i-Reggie-,. blond. 56''
Senior from Hartford. Ct.
area. Please contact me.
It's terribly important that
see you again. Ted
Gilbert. six Ely Rd
Wilbraham, Mass. 01095
HELP WAN I ED:
THE MAINE CAMPUS
is looking for an agressive
person to sell classified ads
see ad on page1.3
"HE COULD FART like
no one else in the world.
before, then or since."
The hilarious true story of
LePetornane—the world's
greatest tarter. His per-
formances were one of a
kind! And he never
suffered from stage
fright." The book makes
the perfest gift for the
hard to please friend or
relative. Send 52.50. cash.
check, money order to:
Friends of Fumes. P.O.
Box 118W. Winslow.
Maine 04902. Money Back
Guarantee.
Lorak What We've Found'
You can find it too
handcrafts from South
America. clothing from
Equador and India. Diffe-
rent art exhibit each
month. 32 Central Street.
Upstairs-Downtown.
Bangor
World Campus Afloat: Join Us!
SMART'S
AUTO BODY
213 S. Main St. Old Town
I
Sails each September & February.
s :rAay d e“I te
to learn . and should Combine
accredited study with a fascinating
semester of travel to Africa. Austral-
asia. the Orient. and the Americas
Over 8500 students from 450 colleges
have already participated Financial
aid is available Write now for free
catalog
WCA. Chapman College
Box 1000. Orange. CA 92666
ii
Tel. 827-2331
BODY AND FENDER
REPAIR
CUSTOM PAINTING 
APPLIANCE REFINISHING'
GLASS REPLACEMENT.'
i
ILaBree's Bakery'
Specializing in
decorated cakes and
ffl other bake,y products
We deliver to dorms
Tel. 827 2429
r Old Town
Body Shop 1
I 
324 North Main St
Old Town
a Body & Fender Repairing
I Painting & Welding
I Glass Replacements
I also Tune-Ups
Radiator Repairs
Free Estimates
A Tel. 827-2400gam. -ma. AIM.
Can you orderl
a six pack to
your dorm?
YES
Along with a Pizza
or Super Sub from
SNACK SHACK
866-3118 
J
war rirreinTD A iliN
•Firs -.arm: I 11161 m samEma• iiis•coolow I Neil
OFFICI ‘I,NOTICE
THE SPRING SEMESTER PRE—REGISTRATION
SCHEDULE FOR ALL STUDENTS. UNDER—
GRADUATE AND GRADUATE, IS AS FOLLOWS:
Monday, November 5th—Friday, November 9th
Registration cards are due in the Registrar's Office,
Wingate Hall, by November 14th.
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Power Authority's cheaper rates claim defended
During the last two month. Maine voters
have been deluged with literature, and
radio and television ads concerning the
proposed power authority and are confused
about it.
I here are four major areas which are a
cource of confusion to voters about the
PAM bill: eminent domain, environmental
issues, electrical rates, and job oppor-
tunities.
Asst. Prof. James Henderson of thc
UMO political sLience department said
PAM. if passed, would have no more
eminent domain powers than the private
companies do right now.
"The procedures are the same for both
private and public comanies," said
Henderson "Both can take private lands
after going through the correct channels."
Henderson added that he prefers the
public utility have the eminent domain
powers than the private companies,
Gruening berates CAPAM
Gruening kit] talks PAM with Bangor
Daily News Reporter Dennis Mills.
Ernest Gruening. former U.S. Senator
from Alaska. supports public power and
condemns the anti-Power Authority of
MainetPAM) advertising campaign being
waged by the private utilities.
"They(the private utilities) h,t% , used
10% OFF
ON ALL UNIV. OF ME
fraternity and sorority
charms
WITH THIS AD
!
scrimshaw
DeGrasse
Jewelers .
Main Street, Orono
every means possible except skywriting to
spread their lies," Gruening charged. He
warned. "If people are taken in by these
ads, they'll have to pay dearly for their
'education'."
Gruening is in Maine on a speaking tour
advocating public power. He is trying toincrease support for the PAM bill, which
goes before voters in referendum next
Tu`sday. Nov. 6.
Some of the reasons why Gruening favors
public power are that there would be no
advertising costs, nor any stockholders to
have to raise money for.
"Private companies are always a
monopoly. and have no incentive to keep
rates down." claimed Gruening.
The former senator predicted that rates
would decrease "quite substantially" if
public power was voted in. But if it is
defeated, he said. "then rates will just go
up and up."
Both public and prik ate power
companies exist side by side in Alaska.
where Gruening also VS as governor for
many years.The public authorities have
been instrumental in bringing rates down.
he said, and public and private utilities
cooperate with each other.
Feeling very strongly that public power
is the best thing for Maine, Gruening
stated that if the PAM proposal is
defeated. "it will be a very sad thing—the
people will pay for it the rest of their
lives."
Gruening's talk was co-sponsored by the
Student Committee for Public Power and
the Distinguished Lecture Series.
because as a citizen and voter, he would
have recourse against its action.
Attorney General of Maine Jon Lund
recently endorsed PAM in a newletter
denying it had sweeping eminent domain
powers. PAM may use, subject to approval
of the governor and the Executive Council,
any lands or property owned by the state,
including public highways and lands
underwater, he said
Henderson said the private companies
are now under the same type of regulation
concerning eminent domain.
Another area people are questioning is
the environmental danger PAM may pose.
The committee for Cheaper Electrical
Rates, chaired by Sen. Peter Kelly. of
Caribou, said that the public power
authority will make the generation ofpower more sensitive to the concerns of the
environment. The legislation establishing
PAM requires that the authority "must
comply with all state environmental
Lontrol laws
The Hydro replies
(p. 13)
I und said. "the Authority mu-,[ sc.urL.
federal licenses, but the Department of
Environmental Protection is the only state
agency which can require PAM to secure
rulings, order or decision from it.''
Kelly added. "PAW!, chief concern v.ilI
be the electrical power and environmental
need of the people of Maine. The private
companies are primarily concerned with
the needs of their share holders, only a
small portion of whom live in Maine. and
therefore want to see their business of
selling power grow."
A third, and probably the most confusing
question about PAM is whether it will
actually produce electricity at a cheaper
rate.
Henderson said that bondholders, who
will finance PAM, will not but a project
that is financially unsound and does not
produce electricity at a cheaper rate.
ne bondholders, who are the only
ones who lose if PAM is a failure, will be
looking very carefully at the technical
feasibility of PAM before investing their
money in it," he said.
Kelley and the Committee for Cheaper
Electrical Rates list four ways in which
public power will reduce electric bill. First.
PAM will finance generating plants
through low cost, tax exempt revenue
bonds.
Second, PAM will not have to pay
Federal income taxes. Income taxes take a
large chunk (14 per cent of the total
operating revenues) out of the private
power comapnies operating in Maine.
Third. a power authority will be able to
take advantage of the economics which
enable large projects to produce power
more cheaply than small ones
Fourth, returns on invested capital will
be limited to interest paid to bondholders.
Since there are no share holders, there will
be no need to make large profits.
"It is very unlikely that PAM will ever
make any large profits because of its
structure, but the state will only benefit if it
does." said Henderson. Profits will go into
reserve accounts,and three-fourths will be
used to further educational opportunities in
,he state.••
But the power authority . says Lund
may fix its rates.. .and is not subject to
supervision or regulation by any authoiry
of the state." Henderson hokk ever, claims
there are two deterrants to PAM
concerning its rates.
•'First of all. PAM will not charge higher
rates, because then the prik ate companies
will not buy from it, and since bondholders
only get interest payments. its not
necessary to make large profits to pass on
to them.
Still another question being asked is
whether PAM will bring new jobs to
Maine. Henderson said jobs will be created
not by the building of power plants. but by
the businesses cheaper power attracts.
Henderson, who thinks PAM has one
chance in three of passing. said. "We can
lose nothing by giving it a try. All the
information points to a successful
operation. but if for some 7ea..oa it fails,
only the bondholders, who gat.-bled on it
anyway, will lose."
• 
NS A CK SH A CK
We deliver
to your dorm.
Pizza Subs. and
Cold Beverages.
BEER -WINE-SODA
No Minimum
866-3118
S 
Slight
delivery
charge
CHUCK WirPiatikNi
a—atrport
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(MS—
WESTERN STEER C ATmosPHEREad 
Shirley's Used 1,
nirri;tvirekP.! se sz•litei A
and pawnbroker
I 116 North Main St
Old Town1 827-7351
open 7 days a
week
1 9AM-9PiA
BUY AND SELL
USEDLFURNITURE 
OODLANDx-ril
Quick Pic Foodland, the area's largest
keg supplier, serves the UMO campus at
its convenient location on Park Street. with
competitive A.C. prices. Courteous and
friendly employees add that extra
-special
touch when you shop there. So stop by and
do your shopping at Quick Pic Foodland.
The friendliest store in town.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
OPEN DAILY 8 AM-11AM,
SUN 9 AM-10 PM
Who Gives
the BEST
Service in
the Area on
Keg Sales"'
II
A MALLOVAIEEN TREAT! OAR
f4(fi 
1)-1Nor..`
-( 
A IT
•) II 1
TOASTERS
L Coffee
Makers
S1197
Electric Hand
Food Mixer
s._ 
o"s S 7 49n to. P.oce
Sta
Sil 99 $ 8.99
Electric
Can Opener
gwa.
VS 97 $ 937
Electric
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Search Committee revamped
to include students, alumnus
The Search Committee to find a
permanent Dean for the College of
Education is back in action, but with a
structure drastically revised by UMO
President Howard R. Neville.
Instead of eight faculty members, the
committee is now made up of six "core-
faculty members, four ad hoc faculty
members, one undergraduate student, one
graduate student and one alumnus.
Letters of appointment were mailed
‘Ionday by the office of Dr. James M.
Clark. vice president for academic affairs.
In addition, an advertisement has been
placed in the Chronicle of Higher
Education and a deadline of Nov. 15 was
set for submission of candidacies.
Clark said President Neville met with the
Dean's Council. the Council of Colleges.
and the committee itself before taking this
course of action.
"I think it is very significant that the
president has taken this step.- said Clark.
"It allows for much more varied input.''
The Arts and Sciences search committee
will be formed along the same lines when
they begin anew their search for a
permanent dean. Neville is postponing that
committee's appointment until the
Education group gets into gear. "With
both committees in action the core
members would have too great a work
load." said Clark. "and President Neville
wants to work with them one at a time.
"Ideally. we would like to have someone
in the positions by the start of the spring
semester." said Clark. "but even if we do
come up with a choice we can't hope for
him to be free to come here until at least
June.-
All other members, including the
students, have a full vote in all decisions of
the committee. "In effect, the committees
will operate along the lines of the
presidential search committee-. explained
Clark.
The six "core- members serve on all
Standing Appointments Committees.
including the Arts and Sciences search
committee and any other necessitated by
resignations. The are Education Professor
George T. Davis. who is chairman of the
education panel. Professors George S.
Cunningham and Arthur M. Johnson, and
Associate Professors Jean S. Goodman.
Walter L. Schneider and Kenneth E. Wing.
In order to give the College of Education
equal faculty representation on the
committee. Neville appointed four ad hoc
faculty members from that college. They
are Associate Professors William E. Davis.
Robert A. Cobb. and Gerald C. Work, and
Asst. Professor Lloyd A. Brightman.
The student members of the committee
were nominated by the College of
Education and reviewed by the Student
Government before a lost was sent to
President Neville. The student members
are the only members who have not
confirmed their appointment to the
committee.
(Howson Photo)
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Theft of university property increasing, says officer
by Tom Sinclair
Larceny is the most frequently
committed crime on campus. according to
Major Alan Reynolds. acting director of the
campus police force, followed by traffic
violations and cases of malicious mischief.
Reynolds and patroman Tom Murphy
outlined the crime problem on campus and
the operation of the campus police before a
small gathering at the Memorial Union
topics program Tuesday evening.
"We have the same crimes here as in
Orono and Old Town.•• said Reynolds.
"with the exception that we haven't had
any murders or suicides."
Theft of student property from
dormitories, fraternities, other campus
buildings and automobiles, although it
dropped slightly last year. is one of the
most common crimes, he explained. But
there is little the campus police can do
about it. he said.
"The biggest thing in the dormitories is
that kids still think they're home. They
leave their doors open or unlocked and
people can go in and take what they want."
he said. "If someone locks his room he has
a fairly good chance of being secure."
Larcency of university property, he
noted, in on the increase. He attributed it
to the openess of the campus. which
attracts students and outsiders "who see it
as easy prey...
TravP1 packages
Several travel packages are available to
alumni and students' families through two
offices affiliated with the university.
Several weeks ago the General Alumni
Association and the Parents and Friends
Association mailed "Pick-A-Trip" offers
with choices of packaged trips to Greece.
Hawaii. Si. Croix (Virgin Islands). Rome
and Majorca.
The Alumni Association office distributes
the folders and accepts deposits, however.
according to staff members. a Philadelphia
travel agency arranging the trips bears
all expenses involved in making the offer.
"There is no cost to the unit ersitv
offered by
whatsoever." said Thomas Harper,
assistant director of development, whose
office sponsors activities of the Parents and
Friends Association.
"The travel company pays for
everything, including printing the fliers
and paying the postage.- he said.
Coordinator for the "Pick-A-Trip" offer
for both offices is Wayne Cote, assistant
for alumni activities. Cote confirmed the
role of the two associations in making the
offer.
Cote said the Alumni Association is
making the travel offer "solely as a
set' ••• • to the alumni.
Malicious mischief cases. Murphy
explained. "are mostly high school stuff.
The type of stuff you'd associate with a
high school junior who's had his first
beer." Many cases, he added, are not
reported to the police.
The police chief listed a host of other
crimes that the police have dealt with
recently. including assaulty and battery.
breaking and entering, illegal drug sales,
the passing of bad checks, indecent
exposrue, illegal transportation of intoxi-
cating liquors and illegal use of fireworks.
The "prime crime time", he said, is
during late night and early morning hours
when people are in their room and asleep.
The crime rate, especially in theft, also
alumni office
"We are a communications link between
45,000 alumni and the university." he said.
"This is just another way for us to
communicate with alumni."
Unlike the Parents and Friends
Association, which is sponsored by the
University of Maine Development Council
and is an official arm of the university, the
General Alumni Association operates
independently.
It is funded almost entirely by donations
and gifts from alumni.
The Alumni Association does receive a
small supplement from the university for
keeping records on alumni. Nadeau said.
increases during vacations, when fraterni-
ties in particular are more vulnerable.
Reynolds added the ratio of males to
females winding up in court for violations
of the law on campus is about 10 to one.
When questioned about the similarities
between the campus police and municipal
police, he said there are few differences.
"The campus police are just like any
other police. As a law enforcement agency
we perform the same kinds of duties as the
others. We may be different in our
dealings with individuals. however.••
He pointed out the police's handling of
student drinking in the stands at home
football games as an example.
"What we do depends on how
it(drinking) is done and what happens
afterward. If we saw someone drinking
we'd definitely want to get him out of the
stands and talk to him about it. Then we'd
decide what to do from there."
Undercover work by the campus police
has been discontinued. Reynolds said. But
the UMO force now supports a county-wide
undercover system that was recently
established.
"We perform services along with the law
enforcement role,•• he said. "1 feel we
serve the community more than when I was
in local law enforcement."
Campus police, he explained, offer such
services as taking students in need of
hospital attention to Eastern Ma,ne
Medical Center although the situation r ay
not be an emergency.
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The Maine public rarely has been subject to a
barage of advertising of a referendum issue
such as the current campaign waged by the
Citizens Against the Power Authority of
Nlaine(CAPAM). Not only has CAPAM
perpetrated half-truths about the Power
Authority of Maine(PAM ) bill, but they also
have told outright lies to the people of Maine.
Example: A television ad featuring a group of
Downeasters and a straightman(or CAPAM
representative) discussing the eminent domain
power of PAM. "You mean they(PAM) could
come into my home anytime they wanted
without my permission?"
"That's right," the CAPAM plant answers.
That's wrong, fella. There is nothing in the
bill which permits anyone from PAM to enter a
person's home for any reason. The right of
eminent domain proposed for PAM would be
the same as that already used by private power
utilities: they must follow the established legal
procedure for acquiring private property for
facilities and structures. They must have an
owner's permission even to step on his
property.
The one advantage PAM will have over
private utilities involves approval of eminent
Re-exam time
This week, open hearings on education
present a rare opportunity for students to meet
with faculty and administration to discuss
academic issues.
Once in the forefront of student concerns, the
demand for academic reform has all but
disappeared in the last few years. Perhaps.
because it was coupled with the demand for
drastic societal change, the demand for
academic collapsed with the radical student
movement. Students, broken by their inability
to effect change, backed off and turned their
attention to safer issues such as parietals and
alchohol privileges which did not provoke daily
warfare in the classroom or bring them into
confrontation with campus academic powers.
Whatever the reasons, the end of the student
power movement also meant an end to much of
the hysteria which surrounded it and brought
such disasters as Columbia and Cornell in the
wake of student take overs. Administrators no
longer feel they are backed up against some
wall. In fact, they seemed to have recovered
from the hurricanes that disrupted their offices
and possess a revitalized confidence in the
power of executive action.
Faculty have also lapsed back into the
routine-45-minute lectures, objective exams.
and general unconcern for course innovation.
Although such criticism cannot be levied at the
entire faculty, almost any student will admit to
having napped during a class or two. The few
vivacious, truly interested—and
interesting—faculty who exist cannot be
responsible for carrying the load for their
colleagues. The effort must be a united one.
And even students have been negligent in
pursuing new avenues for study relating more
dramatically to their lives. We have been too
wrapped up in the trivia surrounding the
collegiate lifestyle to appropiately study the
alternate routes to a fuller, better-balanced
education. So much so that even Abenaki,
UMO's experimental college, has lost
considerable support.
So the hearings are necessary and quite
timely. Hopefully, they will remind us all that
our purpose is to pursue, and to offer, the best,
most meaningful education possible.
domain actions by the Public Utilities
Commission(PUC). PAM would not have to get
PUC approval for eminent domain transactions;
private utilities must.
However, the point is academic since the
PUC has rejected only five of 56 private utility
eminent domain requests in the last 11 years.
Why should PAM go through PUC's red-tape
for a rubber stamp?
CAPAM also neglected to mention in that
trespassing plug against PAM that one of their
prime contributors. the Bangor Hydro-Electric
Co. currently faces suit from an Ellsworth
dentist because they cut a six-foot wide path
through his tree farm to lay a transmission
route without his permission. Talk about
respecting private property—not even close.
Another charge against the proposed public
power authoiry by CA PAM concerns PAM 's
right to establish their own power rates without
the approval of the PUC or any other state
commission. CAPAM argues that PAM will
charge Maine taxpayers heavily to compensate
for any losses.
Again, CAPAM is off-base. They know fully
well that PAM, like federal power projects, only
follows tradition with its exemption from rate
regulation. Many public power agencies, such
as the Power Authority of the State of New
PASNY), operate on this system and do reduce
electric bills.
Further, the PUC must approve all contracts
beetfveen PAM and any existing facility for the
sale of power. Should the PUC consider PA M 's
price too high, it can refuse to approve the
contract.
Finally, the CAPAM argument that PAM
would be exempt from all taxes and the state
would lose umpteen millions in tax revenue is
fallacious. PAM would be required, according
to the bill, to pay municipalities an amount
equal to taxes paid the year before on the
property PAM has acquired.
By law, PAM cannot pay taxes to
municipalities just as the federal government
cannot pay taxes to a state.
Also, PAM will pay the State "an amount
equal to 1/2 mill per kwh(kilowatt-hour) of
power and energy sold during preceding fiscal
year," or up to 10 per cent of PA M 's gross
revenues.
So the State does not lose tax money because
the existing private utilities still have to pay
taxes on their facilities and structures. If PAM
does anything, it will increase the State's
purse.
There are numerous other aspects of the
public power issue, so diverse and complicated
that it would take a textbook to discuss them
fully. But, given the pros and cons of PAM, we
think the central concept of public power has
not been misrepresented by the PAM bill and
we support it.
The campaign waged by CAPAM has been a
below-the-belt, hard-hitting smear job, not only
against PAM, but also against the whole public
power concept. We find this repulsive. The
private utilities have shown their claws and all
their worst aspects. This indicates to us that
they are running scared—afraid they'll lose
some of their enormous economic and political
power.
UMO students have an opportunity to make
their votes count next Tuesday. We urge them
to cast their ballots in favor of PAM.
(Letters to the editors are welcome. To bepublished, letters must be received by TheCampus the Monday prior to publication.
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To the editor:
Gay Support and Action.
Bangor, would like to extend its
sincere welcome to the newly
formed University of Maine
Wilde-Stein Club.
We feel the formal recog-
nition afforded this group by
UMO's Student Government is
a tremendous step forward in
the hard task of raising national
maturity. This initial step is a
positive step toward the goal of
making America a better place
for all to live in. By this
initiative, the students at Orono
have made a firm commitment
to our society, to further the
libertarian rights of all people as
well as Gay people. For this act
of conscience we congratulate
the UMO Student Government.
We also believe the univer-
sity, which represents integrity
and intellect, will become a
dynamic force in Maine for
social progress. The reception
given to the Wilde-Stein Club at
Orono is to be highly praised.
Prior to the Club's or-
ganization. many skeptics felt
such an organization would
cause the university grave
consequences. We in the
Bangor community have found
the Wilde-Stein Club is gen-
erally accepted by a large
cross-segment of the voting
populace. We are not all that
surprised at this attitude. Maine
people have a tradition of
principle: that an individual has
the right to do in his privacy as
he wishes so long as his acts do
not infringe upon the rights of
others. This principle has
afforded our state a com-
mendable history of indi-
vidualism tempered by civil
rights sentiment.
We would also caution the
UMO Wilde-Stein Club. the
UMO Student Government. and
the student body by pointing out
some severe threats present to
all.
mo‘enient is a civil rights movement
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There exist in our open
society elements of reaction.
guided more by over-active
glands than by reason. These
cave-men in our midst, the
moralizers and self-appointed
guardians of the status quo.
have forged an ideology based
not upon our libertarian
constitution but rather upon
principles of religious and
political fanaticism. These u-
surpers of individualism would
have all men bow before their
misconstrued collective mo-
rality. And to this point we
would like to add our advice.
Martin Luther King once
stated, "no man is free until all
men are free." That freedom
can exist only for a few is
repugnant to the republican
form of democracy. That civil
rights can exist for most people
but not for all people is a
clear-cut indication of a
democracy's shortcomings, and
weaknesses. The alienation of a
body of 20,000,000 people in the
U.S.A. demonstrates the need
for concerted action by all our
citizens to tear down social and
legal barriers, and get all our
citizens involved in the ex-
tension of our civil liberties.
The elements of reaction will
do their best to undermine the
cause of civil rights in America
in any manner that they can
possibly contrive. And at this
point the fundamental problem
arises. If these elements are
successful in denying civil rights
to one particular minority, what
will stop them from causing
injustices to another? Also, if
their success at alienating
20.000.000 people continues,
what then of other minorities?
How can a nation-state founded
on democratic principles pos-
sibly endure if reactionaries are
successful in the exclusion of
minority groups?
The success of these ideo-
logical reactionaries in a-
lienating minority groups will
continue to the point where no
voice other than theirs will exist,
no rights other than theirs will
exist, and no morality other than
theirs will exist.
The goal of the Gay
movement is this: to extend the
constitutional civil rights of the
majority of Americans to each
and every individual, not just
Gays. The homophile movement
is a Civil Rights movement of
the greatest magnitude. It
forces people to make a decision
of political conscience in which
there can be no compromise. If
America is to retain the loyalty
and respect of all its citizens, it
must grant to all the same basic
rights and freedoms.
We therefore ask the Univer-
sity community to join with the
Wilde-Stein Club in supporting
the cause of individual human
rights for all; to meet the
challenges of ignorance, pre-
judice. and inhumanity with
reason, intelligence, and com-
passion.
Chairperson
Gay Support and Action
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Campti has forgotten students
To the editor:
I think the time has come for
students to offer constructive
criticism with respect to their
paper.
I'm not going to say that I
know more than the editors of
the paper. but I will say as a
person who has seen and
worked on the Campus for a
year and a half. I can(now that
I've retired) stand back, analyze
the paper. realizing its limi-
tations, and offer my in-
structive criticism in an
unbiased manner.
First—congratulations are
due for the quarter-fold layout.
The old layout was ungainly and
looked terribly unprofessional.
The present format grabs your
attention, and holds it. at least
until you start reading.
Second—censure is due you
for the content of the paper.
For the past two years the
editorial staff of the Campus
has had an increasingly
negative attitude towards the
government, the university
administration, and now the
Student Senate.
Certainly there are members
of the administration, such as
President Nixon, flailing wizardS. •
To the editor:
In Tolkien's Lord of the
Rings. Saruman was a great and
powerful wizard. Unfortunately,
having tasted power as head of
the Council of Wizards, he
began to desire more.
His principle asset toward
attaining his goal was his
bewitching. persuasive voice —
with his voice he could induce
anyone to do anything. And he
did.
Saruman gained control over
more and more of Middle Earth,
until he was second in power
only to the evil in Mordor;
naturally, he wanted to over-
power that land as well.
But through the efforts of the
wizard Gandalf and his Com-
pany. Saruman began to lose his
power. Some of his subjects.
made aware of his evil, fled
from his service. Others.
sensing that the downfall of his
kingdom was imminent, fled in
fear. Left with only the servant
Wormtongue to grovel at his
feet. Saruman tried to bewitch
the Gray Company to set him
free from his tower where thes
had imprisoned him and even
help him.
But they could hear through
his musical voice, the voice of a
trickster, and scoffed at him. At
that he lost control and cursed
them out, calling them fools for
not following his road to glory.
As I watched President
Nixon's news conference Friday
night. I couldn't help but think
of this other wizard, who could
only bewitch with empty words.
Diane Genthner
McNeil, who don't give a damn
about anything other than the
money they receive from their
paychecks, but there are
members of the administration
who are genuinely interested in
and concerned for the students,
such as Mr. Cunningham of the
math department, and to cut
down these people is a damn
shame.
The Student Senate may not
be perfect, far from it, but it is
the only tool we have with which
to shape the university, and it
will never become a lackey of
the administration. The sena-
tors mean well, but they persist
in getting wrapped up in petty
confrontations.
The important aspect of this
university is the students and
their organizations. You have
become so obsessed with
chasing down the baddies of the
administration, government,
etc., that you seem to have
forgotten the student on this
campus.
One instance in last week's
paper sticks in my mind. You
actually allowed Bill Gordon to
assail a student in a belligerent.
crass, immature manner. The
one cardinal rule in true
journalism is not to alienate
your readership.
Third, and a belated last—
credit is due your photographers
and photography editor for an
excellent job. Although some of
the art subjects may be elusive,
the quality of their work has
improved phenomenally. They
deserve a raise.
Also, Tom Bassois deserves
credit for finally returning a
good sports page to the paper.
Donald Smith
223 Knox
Smoke at concert disgusting
To the editor:
The Tom Rush concert was
really enjoyable and a big aspect
of that joy was the enthusiastic
supportive community of the
crowd. Everyone was friendly
and in high spirits and that
really added to the experience.
The one complaint, however,
is strong: the flagrant violation
of the 'No Smoking' rule in the
Memorial Gym. There are good
reasons for that rule; one is that
there is no ventilation in the
Gym. The smoke was exceed-
ingly heavy and, to say the
least. disQustins4. Some of us are
allergic to smoke -..nd some of us
plain hate bre:ithing polluted
air. It has been determined that
breathing smoke is dangerous to
one's health. It's harmful to me
personally and I resent it.
Please, next time you light
up, take into consideration the
people around you.
Nina Woulff
Robert F. Major
Richard .1. Hu it. Jr.
Tim Keating
W. Scally
R. Jones
Linda Littlefield
Christopher N. "(ration
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Lindsay Anderson's epic surrealist fantasy '0 Lucky Man' the mos
by Bill Gordon
lindss ay Anderson's 0 Lucky Man is the
most extraordinary, brilliant. fascinating.
.ind original film of the year 19-3.
Based upon an idea by Malcolm
McDowell. and starring Malcolm McDo-
well as high-adventurer Mick Travis. 0
Lucky Man' is a three-hour-long film. Said
director Anderson. "In order to achieve the
kind of wholeness of statement, the sense
of an experience. in order for the last
sequence to have sufficient weight. the
audience has to share, to live through. that
amou:it of life."
And what a life! A life that is never
boring because this film constantly
dazzles.
, Anderson's second feature film that
also ties for No. 1 on my list of best films
ever. introduced McDowell and began a
career that brought last year's Clockwork
Orange. (An attentive listener can hear
some lines in the script of Man.' that
parody Clockwork.)
Mick begins his career to success as a
coffee salesman in Northeast England. He
gets a mysterious phone call late one
evening. "Come to save the North!" it
sayti. Mick comes north—right into the
interrogative claw s of a top-secret
government base.
The base catches on fire and Mick
escapes—to the hands of The Millar
Scientific Research Institute. For 130
pounds. he sells himself for one week. For
w hat he does not know, until one of the
most startling scenes in film memory
shocks him into another quick escape.
He's rescued by a group of musicians.
Alan Price and friends who also supply the
film's brilliant score. It you have a .friend
on whom you think you can rely. you are a
Lucky Man.
Mick meets a rich man's son, and
wheedles his way into a job as the old
gent's assistant. But the old gent sends
Mick off to jail when the "Fraud Squad"
arrives and finds Mick with the illegal gold
that the millionaire was smuggling out of
the country to help a starving nation
destroy' itself for its dictatorship.
After five years of jail. Mick is.a free and
poor man. But he has not lost his faith in
MANKIND even when a group of tramps
nearly beat him to death.
Wandering the streets one evening, he
sees a fellow failure carrying around a
"Want to Be a Star" sign and Michael
Arnold Tras is goes to tryouts for a film
called The Crusaders, to be directed bs
Lindsas Anderson. Oh. by the way. The
Crusaders was the original title of a film
now called if_ Get it?
Anderson works with the same people
from If The gorgeous photography is by
Miroslav Ondricek and the screenplay is by
David Sherwin. The cast, including Ralph
Richardson and Rachel Roberts. each
appear in at least two seperate roles.
0 lucky Man.' is the story of a young
man who cries. "I only V4 anted to be
successful!" It satirizes everything from
politics, religion, winners, losers, cheater,
and even people who make films.
Except for one flaw—the slow-paced
editing-0 Lucky Man.' is almost a
masterpiece.
It also seems to have a problem getting
to this area, but the soundtrack, a total
work in itself, is around(Warner Bros.BS
2710). Alan Price, formerly of "The
Animals." has created a marvelous
soundtrack album for the film of the year.
It also happens to be the record of the year.
o LUCKY MAN
JUSTICE-- You•ce got to hate the money to buy it.•• Mona Washbourne and Anthony
Nicholls reiaz u hilt, the jury decides Mick's not-so-lucky fate.
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in' the most brilliant, fascinating and original film of 1973
Poor People
Poor people stay poor people
They never get to see —
Someone's got to win in the human race —
If it isn't you then it has to be me
So smile while you're making it
Laugh while you're taking it
Lien though you're faking it—
Nobody 's gonna know.
LOOK OVER YOUR SHOULDER— Rachel Re ,`
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Boardman Hall inhabitants
"We've been living in an energy orgy
claims UMO Mechanical Engineering Prof.
Richard Hill. and he wants to do something
about it.
Hill and several others interested in the
consersation of dwindling energy resour-
ces arc collaborating on a study of the
efficiency of heating and ventillation
systems in Boardman Hall. as the campus
braces for another long, cold winter.
They hope their findings will help cut
unnecessary energy use in Boardman Hall
and, eventually, other campus buildings.
The project is the joint effort of Hill and
George E Clifford. also of the mechanical
engineering d'p4rment. Donald Pressey,
head of heating "-Kant operations and
several of Hill's and 'Clifford's students.
"The building was deSignd when oil
was S2 a barrel." said Hill. Svt.ho also is
building manager of Boardman I. "It
ought to be looked at now that oil is
barrel."
Delicate instruments that detect air flow
and sources of heat loss already have been
set up. They will continue to operate
through the heating season into next
semester.
Once the data is collected, heat loss from
various parts of the building, such as walls
want to end energy orgy' Out-
or basement, will be categorized in
percentages. From these results, the
experimenters will make recommendations
on how to use less energy.
The recommendations may include the
installation of storm windows (which are
not currently used) and additional
insulation of the walls with styrofoam. said
PartsiOr attention will be focused on
the feasibility of a controlled heating
sequence in the building would be
cooled down at night4nd warmed up again
v.hen in use durink the daytime. At
present, the temperature is kept at a
constant level.
At the current energy use, it takes 3000
pounds of steam per hour to heat
Boardman Hall during cold weather. Hill is
certain that it can be cut substantially, but
he does not know just how much energy
and money could be saved. "That's what
we're doing this for," he explained.
Ventillating fans will also receive close
attention. Hill pointed out that his own
office, formerly a classroom, has a
ventillator built for a room with 20 people.
"There is no need for it now." he said
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Out-of-staters
by Debbie Winsor
You don't have to be a whiz-kid or have a
tradition of UMO alumni in your family to
gain admittance to UMO. But if you are an
out-of-stater these attributes come in
handy.
The freshman class at the University of
Maine at Orono is comprised of 1873
students; 22 per cent of them are not
Maine residents. This year 476 out-of-state
students were admitted to UMO. Fifty of
these students are at Orono under the
regional exchange program which involves
the six state universities in New England.
Nearly 4,000 out-of-state applicants
were processed by the Office of
Admissions at the Orono campus this year.
says James Harmon. director of
Admissions, more than the total received
from Maine residents. For the class of
1977. UMO accepted one of every ten
non-residents applicants as compared to
one of every two in-state applicants.
Academics is the first criteria on which
an applicant is judged. said Harmon.
"everything else being equal. children of
alumni do have preference." he added.
"Students under the regional program also
receive preferential treatment."
•• Financial considerations have nothing
to do with the admissions procedure." he
added. The Office of Admissions receives
no information concerning the financial
status of the applicant.
The main reason for admitting 20 per
cent of out-of-staters is to achieve a "mix
of students" on the campus. Harmon said.
"It's feasible that the non-resident
students we accept some year may all have
no money and need financial aid."
Harmons suggested. "We're not trying to
pay our bills with out-of-staters.•• he
stressed.
The University of New Hampshire and
the University of Vermont admit more
out-of-state students than does UMO. The
Rhode Island state University aims for a
target of 20 per cent non-resident students.
say James Eastwood, Dean of Admissions
at URI. but admitted 22 per cent
non-residents this year.
are not used
We accept as many out-of-staters as
possible without embarrassing R.I.
students.••
Eastwood characterized the non-resident
students as a select group possessing a
greater 'staying power' than in-state
students. "Less out-of-state students drop
out of college," he explained. "As the
years go by. a class which was originally
comprised of 20 per cent non-residents will
probably increase to a greater percen-
tage."
Of the six New England state
universities. R.I. was the only one which
doesn't allocate special preference to
alumnus offspring. Academic qualifica-
tions was the first criteria noted by
Eastwood. Also, he said that admissions
depend on the space available within the
school.
"That's the biggest most important
factor: acceptance depends on the program
that the student wishes to enroll in. We
have no feeling that we owe our alumni
Figures show
enro -,--vent of 9,031
Final tilt i iai ligureN shots that the UMO
and UMB have a combined registration of
9.031 students for the fall semester.
The compilation, made by the registrar's
office shows the Orono campus has 8.604
students and the Bangor campus has 427.
UMO has 7.227 undergraduates; 4.254
men and 2.973 women. It also has 813
graduate students: 610 men and 203
women. In addition, it has 564 enrolled in
two-year programs: 394 men and 170
women.
The College of Arts and Sciences has an
enrollment of 3,136. the College of
Business Administration 530. the College
of Education 1,161, the College of Life
Sciences and Agriculture 1.656. the
College of Technology 709. There are 35
enrolled in special programs.
By classes, the Orono students number
1.759 seniors. 1.545 juniors, 1.778
sophomores. 1,873 freshmen, and 272
special and audit students.
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to support the university
anything." continued Eastwood. "If
anything, it's just the reverse; we feel that
our alumni still owe us something."
Eastwood also mentioned that regional
program students face less competition in
getting into URI than do students applying
to the Liberal Arts program.
The university has a committment under
the regional program to admit out-of-state
students. Harmon added. The university
also wishes to give children of alumni
special attention.
Harmon also noted an obligation to the
government to admit a certain number of
foreign students. These students figure
into the 20 per cent figure for
out-of-staters.
UMO has met with some criticism due to
the 20-22 per cent figure from parents
whose children aren't accepted at the
Orono campus of the university. Harmon
stated. The Board of Trustees has
withstood such pressure each year and
backed the admissions policy, which it
established, he said.
All Maine residents not accepted are
referred to other institutions. "We try to
place all in-state applicants." he added.
Non-residents comprise five per cent of
the UMASS in-coming class, said a
spokesman for the Admissions Office at
Amherst. About 2.500-3,000 applicants are
received for 150 places, he added.
"We give preference to alumni, but
beyond that we can't do very much," the
spokesman continued. "A valedictorian
obviously gets admitted, but beyond
that...••
The University of Connecticut at Storrs
also admits very few out-of-staters, but a
spokesman for the Admissions Office there
declined to specify exact figures.
Forty-five per cent of this year's class at
the University of Vermont were
non-residents of that state. "Normally, the
state tries to keep a 60-40 per cent ratio."
said an official for that school's Office of
Admissions.
Originally a private institution, UMV
receives 25 per cent of its budget from the
state legislature. depending on private
endowments for most of its funds. No
qualified Vermont applicants are passed
over in favor of an out-of-state student, the
spokesman added. Out-of-state tuition at
UMV is the highest of the six regional
universities.
Unlike Maine, Rhode Island, and
Vermont. the University of New
Hampshire does not operate under a
general admissions policy, accepting the
"cream of the crop". says Stanwood Fish,
the associate director of admissions at
UNH.
Non-resident students at UNH comprise
25 per cent of each class. Students are
admitted according to the division of the
university they apply to. Fish explained.
Applicants to the School of Literal Arts or
Life Sciences and Agriculture compete only
with other students also seeking admission
into that program. Each separate school in
the university has a ratio of 25 per cent
out-of-staters.
"State law allows the university Board of
Trustees to increase this percentage figure
whenever such action is in the best interest
of N.H. residents," Fish continued. "If a
particular program is not filled". Fish
explained. "the university may allow a
greater number of out-of-state students to
enroll in that program in order to fill the
program and maintain it for New
Hampshire residents."
UNH instituted the system of selection
by division because the general admissions
policy was admitting mainly Liberal Arts
Fish said.
Harmon noted that Orono has no such
problem with the distribution of
out-of-state students. The Forestry
program attracts a large number of
non-Maine residents. However, the
out-of-state applicants are evenly distribu-
ted among the colleges. he stated.
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Bangor Hydro employee says lack of fact on both sides
by Rosemary Sherwood
The pris ate power utilities have actively
campaigned against the Power Authority of
Maine i PAM) bill. Supporters of the bill
have accused them of sensationalism and
outright lying in their advertising.
Admits Charles Perry. employee of
Bangor Hydro Electric Co. and opponent of
PAM. •'Some of the ads I would question
as to taste and relevance."
However, he said "People should be
given the absolute maximum of factual
information" and added. "and there has
Scholarship established
for creative writing students
A scholarship fund for journalism and
English students was approved last
September by the Board of Trustees, and
is currently awaiting action from UMO
President Howard R. Neville.
Roy Gavin. vice-president of the 3-M
company in St. Paul. Minnesota,
established the Steve Grady Perpetual
Memorial Fund for Creative Writing in
memory of Steve Grady. class of 1934.
The scholarship will be available to
students who have successfully completed
at least two academic years of credits in
English or Journalism and plan to continue
their studies, or who have graduated from
college in either field and plan to pursue
graduate work in those fields.
Scholarship recipients must also
demonstrate high level writing creativity or
show promise of such ability. Financial
need will be considered equally with other
qualifications in the distribution of the
ask ards.
The scholarship provides that no student
will be able to receive the awards for more
than two consecutive years.
Money for the scholarships was
appropriated when Gavin transferred 400
shares of Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company common stock to
the university. Proceeds from the sale of
the stock. $34,319.30. will be reinvested in
industrial or utility bonds and is expected
to produce $2.700 annual revenue.
Scholarship awards will be made from this
income.
A Scholarship Selection Committee.
composed of three members appointed by
President Neville. will make recommen-
dations for the awards. The members
include Bangor Daily News managing
editor Marshall (Mel) Stone: Journalism
professor Brooks Hamilton; and the
English department chairman Robert
Hunting.
Scholarships will be awarded through
the Office of Student Aid.
probably been lack of relevance and lack of
factual basis on both sides."
First. PAM would have thc right to fix its
own rates. This, said Perry. is not really an
important issue, since this privilege is
necessary for the efficient operation of any
power authority.
Second. PAM would have the right of
eminent domain. The private companies
also enjoy this right, but, according to
Perry. there are three main differences:
PAM would have the power to exercise
this right for "every and any purpose".
Private companies may exercise it only for
the constructin of transmission lines.
PAM would have eminent domain over
all state-owned lands. Private companies
do not.
PAM would not have to apply to any
authority for permission to exercise their
right. Private companies have to apply to
the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) for
this privilege.
Third. PAM supposedly would not be
under the authority of any board or council
and would need the approval of no-one to
build plants. complying only with
environmental laws.
Fourth. PAM would pay no property
Kodak awards grant
An unrestricted direct grant of $2,250
has been presented to UMO under
Eastman Kodak Company's 1973 Ed-
ucational Aid Program. President Howard
R. Neville said Oct. lb.
taxes. In lieu of these, they would pay to
the state an annual percentage of their
profits. if any. This sum, argue the private
utilities, would be far below what they
themselves pay in property taxes. This
would result in loss of revenue to the state,
they say, and would ultimately have to be
made up by the taxpayers.
Fifth, opponents of PAM claim that a
period of 10 to 25 years would elapse
before rate reductions. if any, would be
felt.
"Not quite that long". said Perry. "but
more likely it would be eight to ten years."
The complexities of building and putting
into operation a single large nuclear plant.
he explained, would take at least that long,
even if the plans were all drawn up right
now.
This last statement leads to the sixth
argument. that Kelly has no idea where he
would build a generating plant. how much
it would cost, or even what kind it would
be. This is not specified in the bill, and
Kelley has admitted that he is vague on
this point.
The seventh and final argument is one
which forms the basis for the PAM
proposal. This is the question of need.
There is a widespread conviction that
electric rates in Maine are too high.
This is not so. said Perry. He cited
figures from the 19-2 edition of Typical
Electric Bills, which is put out annually by
the Federal Power Commission.
For an average of 500 kilowatthours
KWH). Perry said that residential rates in
Maine arc almost equal to the national
average. within ti per cent
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Sorority house will be
only one in the state
Plans are underway for the state's
only sorority house. And members of
UMO's national sorority Chi Omega who
are pushing for a house of their own, show
the kind of determination that may make
their plans a reality.
Sophomore Marianne Borges, chairper-
son of her sorority's housing committee,
predicts Chi Omega will have a house by
next fall. Despite a number of obstacles.
Borges claims ••a close cohesion" among
the sisters "makes now a good time to
push for the house."
What does the university think of all
this? Dr. Arthur M. Kaplan. vice-president
for student affairs, said he was "definitely
in favor" of the sorority's plans since he
knows of no university or state laws
prohibiting a sorority house.
Admitting she was surprised and
expected "more of a battle with the
university." Borges termed the university
as "very cooperative." She said she
thought the university would support the
sorority's plans since overcrowded housing
conditions exist on campus. Kaplan noted.
however, the university's support was the
result of its understanding the sorority
wanted a place of its own. He said
overcrowding exists mainly in the men's
dormitories.
Borges said dissatisfaction with the
sorority •s chapter room located in the
basement of Ballentine Hall prompted
looking into a house of its own.
"Small rooms are nothing to meet in,
nothing to get close by. and no place to
entertain alumnae." Borges complained.
Noting she was not a rebel for women's
lib, she added "It's not fair for only
fraternities to have houses."
The proposed house, according to
Borges, will accomodate about 30
occupants. and hopefully will not cost more
than on-campus housing.
In a letter to the sorority. Vice President
for Finance and Administration John M
Blake said the university is willing to
allocate property and a building to Chi
Omega if the sorority could present
evidence of its sound financial standing,
and if the space became available.
But according to the sorority's national
laws. Chi Omega requires its sorority
chapters to own the building which it calls
its house.
Chi Omega chapter must incorporate
and purchase its own land and house to
abide by the sorority's national laws.
Currently. Chi Omega sisters are pricing
vacant houses in Orono. The sorority wants
to locate on College Avenue. Like UMO
fraternities the sorority house will come
under university jurisdiction. and Chi
Omega must meet certain fire and safety
regulations.
Finances are the sorority's biggest
problem Borges said. However, she added.
Chi Omega has enough members, interest.
and money to realize its ambitions. She
explained the Chi Omega chapter on
campus can borrow money at a low interest
rate from its national chapter. Meanwhile,
the sorority is concentrating on fund
raising projects to keep its hopes alive.
When the Chi O's find a house they will
not have the distinction of owning the first
sorority house in Maine. Few realize that
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StOrYtiMe...
Pre-.school story time means fun for
many four- and live-year old children .from
the Greater Bangor area. Too young to go
to school these children get an introduction
to school-type situations in a methods
course project by jfour LIMO Education
majors. The children are brought by their
sorority houses have existed in Maine.
Years ago the UMO sorority Delta Delta
Delta owned a house that is now the Maine
Christian Association on College Avenue.
The sorority was forced to abandon it whenit fell into debt and went bankrupt.
"We've got to make it work." Borges
said. S:ie noted the unfounded belief of
many that sorority houses were illegal in
Maine (on the basis that "three of more
women living together constitutes a house
of prostitution") probably prevented many
mothers who in times of tears and anxiety
are very necessary. After a little consoling
the child general1v will listen to Bobby
Bear's Halloween or play Pumpkin.
Classes are at Somerset Hall lounge ,from
10• 15 to 10:45 every other ThursdaA
morning.
sororities from looking into the possibility
of owning its own house. But University. of
Maine lawyers report there is no such law
prohibiting sorority houses in Maine.
Chi Omega's sorority house may not be a
"first" for the state but it will be the first
of its kind in a long time.
The enthusiasm and efforts of Chi
Omega could change the entire concept of
a sorority in Maine colleges and
universities.
Pelletier's Bike and Repair Shop
406 SOUTH MAIN ST OLD TOWN TEL 827-5220
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SPECIAL PACKAGE I $68.95
SKIS • 14 LAMINATIONS BIRCH BASE HICKORY EDGES
TONKIN POLES* LEATHERSTRAPS
3 PIN TOEBINDING LEATHER TOURING BOOTS[BASS]
WAXKIT WAXES* SPREADER • SCRAPER
*******************4*
To insure piping hot food. *
• SNACK
• SHACK
is limiting deliveries to
* pizza. subs, and your *
* •favorite cold beverage.
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BEER-WINE-SODA
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CORRECTION
A.J. Goldsmith's ad of
last week should have
read 3000 pairs of
Converse sneakers not
300
roNVERSE
ALL STARS
SUEDE
LEATHER
in 7 colors
3000 PR IN STOCK
$13•75
ALSO ADIDAS
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR
A.1 OLDSMITH
MEN SWEAR
SPORTING GOODS
10 N Main St Old Town
THE GOVERNOR'S LECTURE SERIES
(3 Credits)
TODAY: FRIED FISH
First you must start with Fresh Fish; haddock or
pollack is just fine. The breading should be part flour
and part seafood breading mixture. Fry for 1 1/2 minutes
at 350 degrees.
Put one piece of fish on a sesame seed roll. with
tartar sauce and melted cheese over it and call it an
OCEAN BURGER.
Use two pieces with french fries, a roll, and cole slaw,
and call ii d FiSti FRY.
Add another piece of fish to the fish fry dinner and
you now have a FISH' N' CHIPS dinner.
On Friday, we sell the FISH FRY dinner for only$65.
WEDNESDAY MOT
IS
STUDENTS' NIGHT
Show your I.D.
and get 50 off
on one of GOVERNOR'S
Delicious Homemade
Medium or Large
PIZZAS
at
GOVERNOR'S
Drive-le Restouraet
Stillwater Ave.,Stillwater
NHEREUPON A FRIENDLY DRAGON
DID PULL HIS COAT AND SAY THAT
THE MAIDEN WAS, IN FACT, INTO
THE CULT OF THE FROG, AND
THAT THE KNIGHT MUST DON A
FROG SUIT AND CARRY TWO SIX-
PACKS OF SCHAEFER BEER
(SCHAEFER BEING THE IRREFUTABLE
SYMBOL OF ENCHANTMENT
BECAUSE CF ITS ENCHANTED FLAVOR
THAT NEVER FADES ("OBLET AFTER
.=ROSTY- COLD GOBLET).
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Struggling Bears lace improved Bucknell
After a disappointing 23-13 loss to
Lafayette last weekend. the Maine Bears
return home this Saturday against the
Bucknell Bisons.
lbe hard-hitting Bisons bring a 2-2-2
record into Saturday's game with wins over
Boston University and Gettysburg, losses,
to Colgate and Lehigh. and ties with
Lafayette and Columbia.
Before the start of the season Bucknell
coach Fred Pender termed it a rebuilding
season because of the losses in their
defensive unit. Until two weeks ago the
Bucknell defense was ranked first in
rushing defense in Division II of the
NCAA.
Bucknell produced a solid defensive unit
with key players such as inside
linebackers. Larry Schoenberger and John
Daily. The Bucknell defense was able to
hold Lafayette's star Tony Giglio to only 30
ards.
In the secondary defense. backs Chic
Ross. who has three interceptions, and Bob
Burnett have been consistant performers.
Offensively, Bucknell has a seasoned
squad with two fine quarterbacks in juniors
Bob Bianchi and Don Rubright. Between
Bianchi and Rubright the Bisons have a
potent passing attack which boasts a 51 per
cent completion average.
Their favorite target is 6-2 split end Bill
Stein, who leads the club in receptions.
Another receiving threat is tight end Carl
Pabst, second on the Bison's squad in
receptions.
On the ground Bucknell boasts Bob
Langan, the club's leading rusher and
scorer. Langan is averaging roughly 115
yards rushing per game and has scored five
touchdowns. Langan's best effort of the
season was against Lafayette when he
rambled for 188 yards.
Last weekend Lafayette defeated the
Bears 23-13 behind their do-everything
halfback Tony Giglio who ran for 119 yards.
caught four passes for 234 yards and
scored two touchdowns. The senior back
scored from five yards out in the first
period and he caught an eight-yard
touchdown pass from quarterback Mark
Jones in the third period.
Lafayette's other scores came on a
one-yard run by quarterback Jones and a
38-yard field goal by Gene Thaw.
The first Maine score came in the second
period after a 63-yard drive as
quarterback Bob Munzing hit tight end
John Dumont with a four-vard touchdown
strike. Gil Starble added the extra point.
Maine's other score came on the last
play of the game as Alan Malnak
connected with Sam Estey for a 36-yard
touchdown pass. Malnak. who took over at
quarterback late in the game. was
impressive as he completed five out of
eleven passes for 90 yards.
The loss gives the Bears a record of two
wins and six defeats with home games
against Bucknell and Delaware remaining.
This Saturday's game will start at 1:00 at
UMO's Alumni Field.
Sports Calendar
Sat. Nov. 3
*Varsity Football Maine vs. Bucknell 1
p.m.
Freshman Football Maine at Dean Junior
College
Moo. Nov. 5
Varsity Cross-country at New England
Championships in Boston. 2:15 p.m.
*denotes home game
Harriers finish sixth
in YC championship
Last weekend the UMO cross-country
team finished a disappointing sixth in a
field of seven at the Yankee Conference
championship held at New Hampshire.
UMass won for the second year in a row
as they put six men in the top ten to score
just 22 points. UConn was second with 44.
Vermont had 89. New Hampshire 122.
Rhode Island 128. Maine 152. and Boston
University was last with 176.
Maine's first finisher was Jerry
Laflamme who finished 15th. Doug
Keeling took 27th. Colin Campbell
captured 34th. Mike Mayo got 37th. and
Mike Cram took 39th to round out the
Maine scoring.
ONCE. BENEATH A CAMPUS TREE,
A KNIGHT DID COURT WITH LITTLE
SUCCESS A COMELY MAID, KNOWN
BY CNE AND ALL TO BE A CULTIST.
NDAUNTED BY REBUKE, HE DID
ATTEMPT, BY CUNNING AND GUILE,
TO DISCOVER THE EXACT CULT TO
NHICH THE MAID WAS COMMITTED
AND THEREBY PREY UPON HER
SYMPATHIES. BUT SHE PROVED
.'TTLE IMPRESSED MTH HIS BOGART.
AND THE KNIGHT DID APPROACH THE AND SHE DID, AS PREDICTED, KISS
MAIDEN FULL OF HOPE THAT SHE HIM MOST FONDLY.
WOULD FALL FOR THE OLD PRINCE-
IN-THE- FROG ROUTINE AND PLANT
A KISS ON HIM,
=TA
PO EVEN LESS war( HIS JAGGER.
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Mellow for the defense
The atmosphere for football is great up
here. You play football because you like to
play football. It's challenging and we have
a good schedule.. .1 have really enjoyed
playing here for the past three seasons,"
said UMO's star defensive end Andy
Mellow summing up his varsity football
career at UMO.
At 6-3 and 225 pounds. Mellow anchors
Maine's defensive line and is one of the
outstanding performers for coach Walt
Abbott's Black Bears.
Mellow's most important job at
defensive end is to read and contain the
opposing quarterback on option plays and
to knock down interference in front of the
ball carrier on a running play so that one of
his teammates can move in for the tackle.
"A defensive end goes to the ball and he
has to be able to read well, have good
speed and be a good tackler," said Mellow.
The senior defender began playing
organized football in junior high school as a
six foot 185 pound tight end. In high school
he played both tight end and defensive
end. It wasn't until he got to UMO that he
switched exclusively to playing defense.
While in high school Mellow was
contacted by numerous colleges. but he
chose UMO because of its Forestry
program.
"I didn't want to have football hanging
over my head moncywise. I liked UMO's
football program. The kids really wanted to
play football. The spirit was good." says
Mellow.
The native of Westfield. Mass. says that
the hardest play for him to stop is a sweep
because there is the offensive end, a back,
and two pulling guards setting up
interference for the ballcarrier.
"On a sweep you have five people
between you and the ballcarrier so you
have to knock down a lot of people. And it's
my job to knock down the interference so
somebody else can make the tackle,"
Mellow explained.
Mellows strongest play defensively' is a
"quick rip" right at him with the tight end
fullback setting up interference for the
ballcarrier.
"On plays right at me I can usually plug
up the hole. If I can't make the tackle I can
usually make it possible for somebody else
to make the play. I'd say that the power
game is probably my strong point."
Mellow indicated.
As fat as defensive plays are concerned
the linebackers have control, explained
Mellow. The linebackers can tell the
defensive linemen to block inside or
outside. One of the most common
defensive plays is called "Thunder—. On
this play Mellow and rover back Jack
O'Rourke both key on the quarterback with
O'Rourke blitzing.
When Mellow came hcrc as a freshman
he had a number of goals which he wished
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to accomplish which included making the
all-Yankee Conference team, trying to be
one of the best in New England at
Defensive End, and getting a letter from a
pro team.
"I have been very happy with my
football career at UMO. Last year I made
second string all-Yankee Conference and
gained honorable mention in the all-New
England balloting. And today I received a
questionaire from the Dallas Cowboys,"
Mellow said.
The 20-year-old defensive end says that
his biggest thrill over the past three years.
of football was being chosen captain of this.
season's squad.
At the start of this season Mellow's big
goal was to help the team have a winning
season and to improve his play at defensive
end.
"I wish we could have done better. I've
accomplished almost everything.. .but I
wish we could have had a winning season.
Losing can really drag you down," says
Mellow.
Mellow has nothing but praise for
UMO's head coach Walt Abbot.
"Coach Abbott really understands
defenses. .1 would say that he is probably
one of the best, if not the best, defensive
coach in the East," Mellow said.
The dark-haired captain says that the
Bears are fired up for their final game of
the season against Delaware.
"I can't wait to play them! If we could
beat Delaware it would make the season, it
would make my career. Anything can
happen. Delaware has lost two games in a
row and if they lose this weekend we would
be catching them in a tailspin and if we're
fired up we could do alright. If we could
beat Delaware I think it would be the
greatest thing to ever happen up here in
football , " said Mellow.
UMO booterstiedfor YC lead
Last Saturday the Maine Black Bears
stayed alive in the fight for the Yankee
Conference soccer crown by defeating
Vermont. 2-1.
With the victory Maine upped its
conference record to 3-0-3 and nine points
in conference action. The win guarantees
the Bears a co-championship with UConn
or a second place finish.
Presently the Bears are tied with UConn
who also has nine points and a record of
4-0-1. The Huskies have one game
remaining with Rhode Island. If they win or
tie they will be outright champions of the
Yankee Conference and Maine will take
second. But if UConn loses, then Maine
and Connecticut will be co-champions of
the Yankee Conference.
UMO scored first in last Saturday's
game as Paul Sortevik collected a goal at
15:25 of the first half with the assist going
to Ted Woodbrey.
Maine's other goal came at 38:15 of the
second half as Scott Gregory scored with
Bill Sproul assisting.
"There was a distinct wind blowing the
length of the field and we had it during the
first half. Our game plan was to score two
goals and try to sit on the lead," said coach
Paul Stoyell.
Coach Stoyell cited goalie John Hackett,
who had 17 saves, and defenseman Tom
Rosa as the outstanding performers for the
Black Bears.
"John played another fantastic game in
goal. Most of his saves came when we were
trying to sit on the lead. And Tom Rosa
played an excellent game for us
defensively.
Last Wednesday in State Series action
Maine tied Colby 2-2.
Danny Hoskins scored Maine's first goal
with an assist from Bill Sproul. And
Maine's other goal was collected by Sam
Osei with halfback Kim Shephard
assisting.
The tie left UMO with a 2-2-1 record in
State Series play.
"This season we have really fired up for
our Yankee Conference games and this
probably accounts for the fact that we have
a better record in the tougher le.igue."
coach Stovell said.
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Rodeo rider winds up for race
Why barrel racing? "It's exciting. It's like slalom ski
racing. l'%e always liked speed and this precisioncontrolled speed. Barrel racing is really an exactingscience." Those were the words of Betty Dyer as sheexplained her enthusiasm for the sport.
Dyer. a student at UMO. and her 12-year-old quarterhorse. Lady Luck, will be performing in the cowgirl barrel
racing competition at the Longhorn World Championship
Rodeo this weekend. Nov. 2.3 and 4. at the Bangor
Municipal Auditorium.
Lady shares her feelings about barrel racing, she said.
"Lady enters the ring and immediately knows wha"s
going on." She knows it's a race and she gathers herself
up. quivering with anticipation. Lady gives it everything
she's got.. She runs from the inside out.••
She acquired Lady when the horse was only four years
old, and has had her for eight years. Both she and her
husband Brent ride, and they own three horses.
"I'%e always loved horses. I got rri first pony when Iwas seven years old." said Dyer. She explained thatalthough her parents don't ride, they encouraged herinterest in horses. They even went so far as to start raisingponies on their dairy farm in Perry Main. where she grewup.
Dyer received her first formal riding instruction fromJack Goater of the UMO Animal and Veterinary ScienceDepartment. She attended a clinic that he gave inPembroke. Maine when she was about 11-years old. Shehas moved up a bit since then. She now teaches A&V 51, aclass in horsemanship. at UMO.
She has participated in several horse shows in Maine
and Canada, winning her first barrel racing contest in1%6. Since then, she has been winner and reserve winnerfive consecutive years at the Maritimes Barrelk RacingChampionships.
Commenting on the layout of the course at the BangorAuditorium, Dyer explained, "It's going to be somewhat
smaller than those that we're use to. The maximumdistance between barrels will bew 35 feet or about threestrides. It's going to be a quick course. Lady is smallthough and that might give us an advantage."
She praises Lady as being a very sensible. level-headedand versatile horse. As much as Lady loves racing, she haswon a state championship in the pleasure class. Dyerdescribed Lady's talents. "She walks into the ring andsizes up the situation. If there are other horses there, sherelaxes, knowing it's a pleasure class. However, if she'salone, she is at once the expectant race horse.
"Up until now, all the barrel racing I have done hasbeen primarily against men. Women just haven't beenvery interested in it around here. So. it will be interestingto race against all women in the rodeo!" she exclaimed.
Speaking about Lady and herself again. Dyer said,
"This is our first rodeo, but we know what we'll do. Wejust don't know what the competition will be like!"
Brent and Betty Dyer. both physical education majors,will graduate this spring from UMO. They hope to havehorses always. She wants to teach women's or elementaryphys-ed with a few riding lessons on the side. She alsowants to continue her amateur status because she thinksthat turning professional might take some of the fun out of
